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Introduction I

Introduction

You are going to have a student with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus in 
your class.  Th is guide will help answer many questions you may have.
 As a teacher, you already know the most important thing about 
children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus – they are, above all, 
simply children, with the same hopes and dreams as other children.
 Th is guide is designed to give you, as an educator, the information 
you need to teach a child with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus.
 Part One provides background information about spina bifi da and 
hydrocephalus, and includes sections on medical conditions, accessibility, 
social development, and physical education.
 Part Two gives specifi c information on teaching children who 
have learning disabilities most commonly associated with spina bifi da 
and/or hydrocephalus.  It includes sections on understanding the learning 
disabilities which include Attention Defi cit Disorder and Non-Verbal 
Learning Disability, teaching skills, teaching learning strategies, and 
modifying teaching methods and approaches.
 Part Th ree includes resources for further information, such 
as details on provincial spina bifi da and hydrocephalus organizations, 
personnel information, and a glossary of terms.  Some guides may include 
a list of local resources.
 Valuable information can also be obtained from previous teachers, 
special education personnel within your own school board, the Spina 
Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association in your local area and province, and 
of course, your student’s parents.
 We know that as you learn more about spina bifi da and 
hydrocephalus, and are more able to accommodate the disability and build 
on the abilities of your student, you will have provided the best possible 
environment for learning.  We wish you and all your students a rewarding 
and successful year.

Educational Development Committee
Th e Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Canada
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________________

What is spina 
bifi da?

________________

What causes spina 
bifi da?

________________

 What is    
  hydrocephalus?

________________

What causes  
hydrocephalus?

About Spina Bifi da 
and/or Hydrocephalus

CHAPTER ONE

Spina bifi da is the name given to birth defects that aff ect the neural tube, 
the structure in the developing fetus that develops into the spinal cord 
and brain.  Meaning, literally, “split spine,” this neural tube defect (NTD) 
occurs within the fi rst four weeks of pregnancy.  Th e vertebrae, spinal cord, 
or both fail to develop properly in the fetus, resulting in varying degrees of 
damage to the spinal cord and nervous system.  Th e damage is permanent.

Th ere is no single known cause of spina bifi da.  Research continues into the 
eff ects of factors such as hereditary, nutrition, environment, pollution, and 
physical damage to the embryo.  Research has proven that folic acid plays 
an important role in reducing the occurrence of spina bifi da.  

Hydrocephalus is the excessive accumulation of cerebrospinal fl uid  (CSF) 
in the brain, caused by failure of normal CSF circulation, absorption, or 
both.  Th is results in compression of the brain, and possibly, enlargement 
of the head.
 Hydrocephalus is usually controlled by surgically implanting 
a fl exible tube called a shunt into the cavities of the brain.  Th e shunt 
controls the fl ow of  fl uid and drains into another region of the body to 
be reabsorbed.  Th is reduces pressure on the brain that could, without 
treatment, result in permanent brain damage or death.

Hydrocephalus can be caused by a variety of medical problems.  But 
in the case of spina bifi da it is due to congenital malformation in the 
ventricular system or Sylvian Aqueduct Syndrome.  It can be present at 
birth or acquired at any time during a person’s life as a result of a brain 
hemorrhage, meningitis, brain injury, tumors, or an unknown cause.
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________________

What are the effects 
of spina

bifi da and/or
hydrocephalus?

________________

How are spina
bifi da and/or

hydrocephalus
treated and

managed?

Eighty to ninety percent of children born with spina bifi da also have 
hydrocephalus, so teachers will frequently be looking at the eff ects of both 
conditions.
 Infants born with spina bifi da sometimes have an open lesion 
on their spine where signifi cant damage to the nerves and spinal cord 
occurs.  Although the spinal opening is surgically repaired shortly aft er 
birth, the nerve damage is permanent.  As a result, people with spina 
bifi da will experience varying degrees of paralysis in the lower body, 
depending largely on the location and severity of the lesion.  Even with no 
visible lesion, they may have improperly formed or missing vertebrae and 
accompanying nerve damage.  Th is nerve damage results in reduced or 
absent sensation and may cause people with the condition to experience 
lower limb paralysis, fi ne motor impairment, incontinence of the bladder 
or bowels, or all of these.
 For individuals with hydrocephalus, the brain can show lasting 
eff ects, both short and long term.  Th ese may include impaired vision, 
headaches, sensitivity to changes in external pressure, hearing sensitivity, 
muscle weakness, hormonal imbalances, or seizures.
 In additional to physical and mobility diffi  culties, many 
individuals with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus may have some form 
of learning disability.  Th is means that they may have learning problems 
in school, in spite of having average or above-average intelligence.  Th ese 
individuals may also have been diagnosed with attention defi cit disorder 
and/or intellectual disability.

Treatment for the variety of eff ects of spina bifi da and hydrocephalus 
includes surgery, medication, therapy, and the use of physical and learning 
aids.  Many people with spina bifi da and some with hydrocephalus require 
support (such as braces or crutches) to walk, many use wheelchairs, and 
many have some form of bladder and bowel dysfunction.  Th ese conditions 
are not outgrown.  People with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus learn 
to manage and live with them. Ongoing therapy, medical care and oft en 
surgical treatment will be necessary to prevent and manage complications 
throughout an individual’s life.
 Medical and educational professionals help manage these 
conditions.  Parents usually act as a liaison between medical and 
educational teams.
 From birth, children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus will 
be treated by a team of specialists, including neurosurgeons, orthopedic 
surgeons, pediatricians, urologists, neurologists, occupational therapists, 
physiotherapists, speech and language pathologists, social workers, nurses, 
and orthotists.  Th is team sometimes operates through local spina bifi da 
clinics.
 As a child approaches school age these professionals should 
counsel parents about schooling.  Ideally parents will contact the school 
prior to enrolment (when their child is two to three years old) to determine 
their child’s needs in the school environment.  School personnel should 
then ensure that accessibility issues are addressed and that the school 
environment is set up for the child upon entry.  Before, or shortly aft er 
school entry, appropriate diagnostic testing to identify problems should be 
initiated.























________________

Fractures

________________

Incontinence

Irritation from waste.  Urine and stools contain chemicals that can burn 
skin. Children who have no sensation may not tell you that their pants are 
wet or dirty—they don’t always know. Try to get pants or diapers changed 
as soon as possible.

Ordinary skin injuries.  Treat superfi cial cuts and scrapes just as you 
would any other child’s but with one important exception use latex free 
gloves and/ or bandages (see lists on page 2 4). As the likelihood of an 
allergic reaction to latex increases with exposure this is good practice to 
follow even with a non allergic student.

For many reasons people with paralysis are more susceptible to sprains, 
strains, dislocations and bone breaks than the general population. Th ey 
can’t always feel their legs and may not be aware that they are hurting 
themselves.

Th ey may also have poor balancing skills. Th is can cause frequent falls. As 
well people who have paralysis may have weak bones (osteoporosis) due to 
a lack of circulation and muscle stimulation. Th us the fi rst line of defence 
is to strengthen bones and encourage the student to use his or her legs as 
much as possible.
Although children with paralysis cannot feel their legs and feet they must 
learn to have respect for them.

Fracture warning signs
 •  Swelling of a limb
 •  Sudden appearance of a deformity or unevenness of a limb or joint
 •  Localized heat or redness in the limb
 •  Fever
 •  Children report a funny feeling in the leg

If you suspect that a child has broken a bone (or dislocated a joint) 
immobilize the area by splinting or wrapping it in a bulky dressing and 
seek medical attention immediately.

Incontinence is the inability to control the bladder and/or bowel. Th e 
nerves that control these areas are located in the lower part of the 
spinal cord. As a result many children with spina bifi da and some with 
hydrocephalus have varying degrees of paralysis of the musculature of the 
bowel and/or bladder (the sphincter muscles). Th is causes urine and stools 
to leak out spontaneously or to back up causing kidney damage chronic 
constipation or a bowel blockage.

Th ere are several methods of managing incontinence. However any 
management program must be tailored to the needs and abilities of 
the child —what works for one person may be totally ineff ective or 
inappropriate for another. It can take several years of trial and error to 
develop a good routine. Sometimes the routine will change as the child’s 
needs or conditions change.

Medical Conditions Associated with Spina Bifi da and/or Hydrocephalus I - 2.9
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Ideally, by the time a child begins school, he or she will have already 
developed a bladder and bowel routine.
 Following are some options for managing incontinence.

Bladder management

Catheterization.  Oral medication, Clean Intermittent Catheterization 
(CIC) or a combination of both are the preferred methods of dealing with 
urinary incontinence.  A catheter (tube) is passed through the urethra 
(the passage leading from the bladder to the outside of the body) into the 
bladder, allowing urine to fl ow out and is subsequently removed when the 
bladder is empty.  Th is is done following a schedule.  Oft en, CIC, can be 
self-administered.  A health care professional should assess the student’s 
ability to catheterize and make recommendations if other help is needed.
 A physician, usually an urologist, will have prescribed a specifi c 
plan for each child’s catheterization procedure.  Th e person responsible 
for CIC should be provided with appropriate training.  Regulations may 
diff er from province to province as to who is authorized to perform 
catheterization and who is required to provide training.  Your student’s 
parents will also be a valuable resource regarding the catheterization 
procedure.
 Other important considerations:

- Ideally, the procedure at home and at school should be the same
- Th e health room or bathroom should be private and clean, with 

easy access to sink and toilet.
- To reduce infections, the number of people involved in this 

procedure should be as few as possible
- When the child is able to self-catheterize he or she may need adult 

supervision
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Medication.  Medication is oft en used alone or with other bladder-
management techniques to help improve the muscle tone of the bladder.  
Some medications may cause side eff ects that could aff ect the child’s 
behavior or school performance.  Some children also take antibiotics 
routinely as a preventive measure against urinary-tract infections.

Habit or recognition training.  Some children can learn to empty 
their bladders by the clock rather than waiting until they “have to go.”  
Th ere may be little advance notice of the need to use the bathroom, and 
occasional accidents.  Some children require diapers or pads as a backup.

Surgical treatment.  Sometimes, surgery may be necessary for children 
who have had no success with other methods of management and 
whose incontinence is causing them serious health problems.  Surgery, 
mitrofanoff , usually involves diverting the fl ow of urine to an artifi cially 
created opening outside the body, oft en the abdomen.  Th e urine is drained 
regularly through the opening by catheter.

Incontinence pants.  For some people, the best option is to simple soak 
up urine and stools as they pass from the body.  As a teacher, you can 
help by discreetly alerting the student to any odors, dealing with changes 
quickly and quietly, and ensuring that the student has a change of clothes 
available.  Remember, because they experience no sensation, children may 
not be aware that they are wet or soiled.  As well, people oft en develop an 
insensitivity to their own odors and may not know that they smell.  It may 
be a good idea to work out a code or a hand signal to alert the student that 
a change is necessary. 

Bowel management.

Oft en, by the time a child reaches school age, he or she will have a regular 
routine for bowel management.  Usually bowel programs are performed at 
home, either early in the morning or aft er dinner.  Speak with the child’s 
parents if you have concerns about bowel management during school 
hours.  Th e family can then consult with health professionals to develop 
the best curse of action for management.
 Some children have complete control of their bowels, others may 
have an occasional accident, and still others may soil almost constantly.  
However, even children who are usually continent can lapse due to a mild 
case of the fl u or diarrhea.  Th is can also be a problem during stressful 
times.  If you note any changes, such as a child who seldom soils beginning 
to have daily accidents (or even one who suddenly stops soiling), alert the 
parents.
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Constipation.  Th e most important precaution in any bowel program is 
to protect the child from constipation or worse, impacted bowels.  Th ough 
constipation may seem “convenient” in that there are no accidents, chronic 
constipation can cause serious medical problems.  Backed-up stools can 
interfere with urinary and shunt function and may lead to permanent 
stretching of the rectum or tearing of the anus.
 Following are the symptoms of constipation:

- the child feels generally unwell
- then child’s abdomen appears full or distended
- the child suff ers headache
- the child frequently passes small button-like pieces of stool
- light brown, watery stool may not be diarrhea, but overfl ow 

from a blocked bowel.  Th is condition requires prompt medical 
attention.

Many people with physical disabilities have said that it is their 
incontinence that handicaps them more than any other aspect of their 
condition.  Th is is especially true of those with “hidden disabilities.”  You 
may be able to help your student cope by facilitating a class discussion 
about the disability and its implications.  Th is should be done, of 
course, with the permission of the student and in consultation with his 
or her parents.  It is imperative that the student with spina bifi da and/
or hydrocephalus knows why he or she wears diapers or a bag or has to 
catheterize.
 Because gaining control of bodily functions is such an important 
rite of passage in our society, children with incontinence must learn to 
manage their bathroom needs as much as possible.  Although teachers may 
oft en fi nd it faster and more convenient to “do” than to teach, they should 
resist this urge.  Children will gain much more self-esteem if they can take 
responsibility for their own personal care. 
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_____________

Accessibility
considerations

Accessibility

CHAPTER THREE

Independence and achievement of full potential are important goals for all 
children.  For a child with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus independence 
adds signifi cantly to self-esteem and feelings of worth.  To help promote 
those goals, the school building and grounds should be accessible.  Th is 
may require a minimum of modifi cation and a little ingenuity.  Even when 
appropriate modifi cations have been provided some students may still 
require assistance.  On page 3.5, you will fi nd information on wheelchair 
specifi cations that can help when adapting space.
 Following are a few questions to ask about the accessibility of your 
school.

School exterior

- Is there a drop-off  and pick-up area for vehicles transporting 
children with disabilities to load and unload?

- Is the path from the drop-off  area to the entrance of the school 
kept free from snow and ice?

Playgrounds

- Is there a clear pathway to the playground or sports area, enabling 
students with disabilities to participate in physical activities at 
lunch and recess?

- If there is a playground, is there at least one piece of equipment 
that is accessible to students who use wheelchairs or have limited 
mobility?

- Is all playground staff  aware of and comfortable with the student 
using the equipment

Ramps and doors

- Is the slope of the ramp gradual enough so that a child can 
manoeuvre it independently?
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- Is there more than one entrance with a ramp in case an alternate 
exit is needed in an emergency?

- If the door opens outward, is the landing area large enough to 
allow a child to be able to open it and enter the building without 
sliding back down the ramp?

- Is the door easy to open?  Is the door handle within reach of 
someone who is using a wheelchair?

School interior

Hallways/lockers
- Is the water fountain accessible, or, alternatively, are proper cups 

available?
- Can the water fountain be used by someone who requires both 

hands for support when standing?
- Are classroom doors wide enough to accommodate a wheelchair?
- If a student cannot reach the top half of a locker and requires 

more storage space, is a second locker next door available?
- Are various classrooms the student uses as close to one another 

and the washroom as possible?

Stairs
- If there are stairs, do they have nonslip treads fl ush with the 

vertical riser, no edge on treads, and a handrail?  Th e ideal 
stairway is no stairway at all!

- If the student uses a wheelchair and  
 there is no elevator, can you arrange 
for his or her classes to be located on the main 
fl oor?
- If it is necessary, on occasion, to carry a 
student in a wheelchair up or down stairs, have 
you considered both the safety and the dignity 
of the student?  Th e student may feel it is more 
dignifi es to be lift ed in his or her chair rather 
than be carried separately.  Th e student should 
be asked his or her preference.
- Devices such as a portable stair track or 
a chair glide are available.

Washrooms
- Is there at least one stall with 
appropriate placed toilet and grab bars, and a 
sink inside the cubicle?  Is it large enough to 
accommodate a wheelchair and an aide?
- Are the sink and taps within reach?
- Is there a clear area underneath the 
sink or counter to accommodate a wheelchair?
- Are mirrors, soap, and towels 

accessible?
- Can you arrange for a storage cupboard for the student’s personal 

hygiene equipment inside the cubicle in the washroom?  Th is way, 
the student can go unencumbered to the bathroom, like the rest 
of the 
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students.  (Many students, particularly older ones, may prefer to 
carry their equipment, and may wish to keep extra supplies in 
their locker or in a designated area such as a health room.

Classrooms
- If your student uses a wheelchair, are aisles in the classroom wide 

enough to accommodate that chair?
- Is there room at the back, front, and sides of the classroom for the 

wheelchair to turn around?
- Is furniture placed appropriately for the student who walks with 

or without aids?
- Do desks and tables have suffi  cient space underneath to 

accommodate a wheelchair?
- For children who would prefer to sit in a regular chair or desk, 

are there a table and chair with a back available?  Th is is more 
convenient than a one-piece desk.  (Whatever the seating 
arrangements, they should closely match what the rest of the 
students are using?)

- Are classroom fi xtures such as pencil sharpeners, coat-racks and 
shelves mounted at an appropriate height?

- Is a seat available for the student who needs both hands free to use 
a piece of equipment?

- Are students seated where they will receive the greatest benefi t, 
keeping in mind vision, eye level, attention span, and access to 
washroom?

In some classes, work is performed at a high bench or counter, where 
even students who stand and walk fi nd it diffi  cult to maintain balance 
and handle chemicals or machinery safely.  Options here may include a 
portable ramp or platform or a lower table.

Fire!
- Has the fi re department been notifi ed of an students or staff  in 

your school who may require assistance to evacuate?  (Remember, 
elevators cannot be used when there is a fi re.  Th is may cut off  the 
escape route for those who are unable to use the stairs).

- Has a plan been developed with fi re offi  cials for fi re drills and 
other evacuations?

- Is the entire school staff  familiar with the fi re drill procedure?
- Is the student with the disability completely familiar with 

emergency procedures?

Class Trips
Th ere are several questions to ask when planning a class fi eld trip:

- If visiting a building, is that building accessible?  Does it have 
accessible washrooms?

- If the student with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus has an 
assistant of the opposite sex, is there a washroom that they can 
both enter?
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- Is accessible transportation available?  (Preferably, this should not 
separate the student from the rest of the class).

- If visiting an outdoor site, is the terrain accessible for a student 
in a wheelchair, braces, or crutches?  Is an all-terrain wheelchair 
available? 

- Are washrooms accessible?

Physical development is inextricably linked with learning and social 
development; as children develop physically, they learn about their world 
and how to manipulate it.  When children miss any stage of physical 
development, they may also miss the learning opportunities that go with it.  
Aids and devices such as braces, crutches, walkers, and wheelchairs allow 
children with physical disabilities to pass as normally as possible through 
the milestones of development.

Wheelchairs

If a person with a physical disability, a wheelchair is a ticket to freedom 
and independence.  Children who are capable should be encourages to 
stand and walk whenever possible.  Sometimes, however, a wheelchair is 
the best option.  In a wheelchair, a child can travel faster, further, and more 
independently than he or she could otherwise.  Th is means that the child 
will have more opportunities to participate in activities with others.
 Eventually, many children who have spina bifi da and/
or hydrocephalus moving into adolescence and adulthood choose a 
wheelchair as their means of transportation.  Increased size, weight, 
spinal curvature, or other conditions make it more diffi  cult to walk; they 
want to expend their energy on other activities, like shopping, sports, or 
socializing.  With a wheelchair, they fi nd it much easier to keep pace with 
their peers.

Handling wheelchairs.  Usually a student who uses a wheelchair will be 
competent in its use and can explain how it works in specifi c situations.
 Following are several things to know when a student does need 
help with the chair:

- Over soft  or uneven terrain, it may be easier to turn the chair 
around and pull it.

- To get up curbs, tilt the chair backwards slightly so that only the 
large wheels roll over the curb.

- To go down a step, tilt the chair backward slightly and roll only 
the large wheels down the step.

- When boarding elevators, the chair should be turned around and 
backed in; the person can then wheel out properly.  If the person 
does not require assistance, press the “open door” button to hold 
the doors while the person backs in.

In school, keep the wheelchair nearby if the student prefers to sit in a 
regular seat.  Th e student may choose to sit in the wheelchair at a desk or 
table,  Some wheelchairs have lap top trays that may be large enough to 
hold books and papers.
Adapting spaces for wheelchairs.  Th e chart and illustrations (previous 
page) will help when planning or modifying spaces for students in 
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wheelchairs.  
OR – the school should meet with the student and assess the amount of 
space needed.

Braces

Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus, may use bracing to help 
with mobility and to keep bones and joints straight.  Some students may 
have short leg braces on one or both legs while others may require bracing 
from ankle to chest.  Most braces are now manufactured from aluminium 
and molded plastic to make them lighter in weight.  If there are any special 
levers or locks on the braces, your student or your student’s parents can 
probably show you how they work.  As children grow, their braces may 
need adjustment or replacement.

Other devices

Canes, crutches, and walkers should be kept as close as possible to where 
the student is sitting.  A bit of  Velcro will keep them in place on the side of 
the desk or on the back of the chair.
 It is important that the other students are taught not to move or 
touch crutches, walkers or wheelchairs without permission from their 
owner.  People who rely on these devices need to know that they are safe 
and nearby at all times. 

Common types of braces are:

Knee Ankle Foot Orthosis (KAFO)

KAFOs support the knee and ankle and allow 
the child to stand and walk with or without 
crutches or a walker.

Socks must be worn under the braces to 
protect the skin.  Regular clothing can be 
worn over the braces.

Ankle Foot Orthosis (AFO)

AFOs are splints which hold the feet straight 
for standing and walking with and without 
walkers or crutches.

Remember to wear AFOs over wrinkle-free 
socks worn inside out to avoid developing any 
red sores on the skin.
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________________

Prejudice

Social Development

CHAPTER FOUR

As students with disabilities grow up it is important that they reach the 
social milestones of their peers.  Social maturation in students with spina 
bifi da and/or hydrocephalus may be impeded by learning disabilities, 
extended absence from school for health reasons, segregated school 
settings, complicated needs that make it diffi  cult for them to develop 
independence, or by adults who (unwittingly) thwart their eff orts at 
independence.
 Teachers can assist these students by helping them develop good 
social skills and by being aware of the special obstacles faced by their 
students who have disabilities.
 Students with disabilities may be used to being catered to, getting 
lots of attention at home, at school, at therapy, or when in hospital.  Th ey 
need to learn at the earliest possible age that their own needs will not 
always be the fi rst met.  As a teacher you can try to ensure that no double 
standard exist in terms of what you expect from all of your students.  Be as 
consistent as possible when praising, disciplining, and attending to your 
student’s needs.

As a teacher and role model, you have an opportunity to educate 
your students about peoples’ diff erences.  Th is creates an atmosphere 
that supports the students with disabilities and teaches sensitivity to 
classmates.  Use resources such as books, videos, and puppets, and role-
playing activities to help all students explore myths and stereotypes.  
Ensure that your students with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus have 
access to information about spina bifi da and  hydrocephalus and are able 
to deal with questions about their disabilities.  Teach all of your students 
confl ict resolution strategies.
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________________

Isolation/rejection

________________

Circles of friends

________________

Independence

We’ve all felt left  out at one time or another.  It can be especially diffi  cult 
for   a child with a disability to understand that being let out of things from 
time to time is a part of life.  
 As a teacher, you can help by assigning teams and partners 
rather than allowing students to choose for themselves.  In the classroom, 
design cooperative rather than competitive activities – such as recycling, 
collecting canned goods for local food bank, or making a wall mural – that 
will create a bond the your students understand one another’s needs.
 Learning about diff erent disabilities helps all students develop 
understanding and empathy, especially when the teaching focuses on how 
people are more alike than diff erent.  A disability-awareness program is a 
great way to help your students understand one another’s needs.  

Situations such as bullying may occur which require teacher 
intervention and confl ict resolution training may help all students to avoid 
confrontations.

Sometimes schools need to “legislate” inclusion for a child with a disability.  
Many schools organize “circles of friends” for students with a disability, 
in which nondisabled schoolmates agree to participate in regular group 
activities with the children with disabilities.  Th ese circles usually operate 
outside regular school hours as a structured group, with set activities and 
schedules guided by an adult facilitator.  Th e goal is for the group to evolve 
into something more than natural and spontaneous.

Sometimes, the greatest gift  one can give a child is the opportunity to 
fail.  By supporting students’ attempts at independent thought and action 
– even when those attempts result in skinned knees or bruised egos – 
parents and teachers provide children with great opportunities to learn 
and grow.
 Teachers may fi nd them selves falling into the trap of “doing for” 
rather than teaching, because some children take minutes, months, or 
even years to learn certain skills.  But children must “do” for themselves.  
Teachers are really not helping their students by doing things for them and 
shielding them from failure.  Oft en when children learn to rely on others, 
they learn to resent those whom they feel have made them dependent and 
have underestimated their potential.  Th is not only interferes with learning 
and development but can establish unhealthy behaviour that may carry on 
into adulthood.
 Children must learn not only to be as physically independent 
as possible but emotionally self-reliant.  All children need to feel secure 
and loved, but the signifi cant adults in their lives can teach them that 
their parents aren’t the only ones who can take care of them.  (Parents 
sometimes need to learn this too!)  Children whose parents come to 
perform services for them at school may never learn to break free 
physically or emotionally.  Th erefore, parents should not come to the 
school to perform catheterization or to act as a classroom aide for their 
own child.
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Self-expression

________________
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awareness and 
acceptance

________________

Precocious (Early) 
Puberty

________________

Sexuality

For many children, independence may come by way of wheelchairs and 
other aids.  Th e child will develop a good attitude to his or her equipment 
of the family and the school encourage independence by including the 
child in integrated or adapted activities.

Children will develop a strong sense of self-worth when they are 
encouraged to play creatively.  Dress-up, role-playing, doll and puppet play, 
art and music activities all encourage children to work out their anxieties 
and problems.  Th ey can try on diff erent roles and defi ne themselves, their 
world, and their relationship to it through creative activity.

It is important for a child with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus to know 
that his or her disability is permanent.  Teachers can help by accepting 
the disability is an integral part of the child’s identity, not merely as 
a handicap.  Find real and fi ctional role models who are disabled to 
incorporate into lessons.  Scientists like Stephen Hawking or leaders like 
Franklin Roosevelt, for example, could easily be included in a science or 
history lesson.  Children’s books that feature characters with disabilities 
can also be integrated into lessons and reading.

Th e onset of puberty in children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus 
may start as early as age seven or eight.  Bone growth in the long bones of 
the arms and legs stops during puberty.  Th is will result in shorter than 
average stature for those aff ected.  Th ese factors have both a physiological 
and  psychological impact on the student.  Hormone therapy may be 
successful in halting or delaying precocious puberty.  

Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus have sexual feelings and 
expectations just as their peers do.  Historically, people with disabilities 
were considered nonsexual; they were not expected to experience physical 
intimacy, marriage, or children.  Oft en, the signifi cant adults in the life of 
the child with a disability avoid discussions about sex in an eff ort to spare 
the child.  Th is is unhealthy, because a person who is perfectly capable 
of giving and receiving love and aff ection (both physical and emotional) 
grows up believing that he or she is either unworthy or incapable.  Teachers 
must give students with disabilities the same information about sex and 
sexuality that they would to all students.

Sexual Functioning

Most children want to know if they will get married or be parents when 
they grow up.  Perhaps the best way to answer this question is “probably,” 
or “maybe”.  Most females with spina bifi da can conceive and bear children.
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________________

Adolescence

Most males with spina bifi da have diffi  culties with erection and/or 
ejaculation.  Th is may make it diffi  cult, though not necessarily impossible, 
for them to become fathers in the usual way.  Regardless, all people can 
fi nd ways to both give and receive pleasure.

Privacy

Privacy can be a real issue for children with physical disabilities, as they 
may require help with dressing and going to the toilet long aft er other 
children have learned to do so independently.  Th ose who help with 
dressing and toilet activities must respect the child’s privacy by using the 
appropriate rooms and closing doors.  It is also important that helpers are 
acceptable to the child.

Sexual abuse

People with disabilities are as susceptible to sexual and other forms of 
abuse as anyone.  Please be especially vigilant with your students with 
disabilities.  Most schools help their students to be aware of, and beware of 
strangers, inappropriate touching, and so on, but a traditional sexual-abuse 
prevention program may be confusing for a child who requires a great deal 
of hands-on care.  Th e child can’t always discern between appropriate and 
inappropriate touching.  If your school participates in “Feeling Yes, Feeling 
No,” or a similar program, the school team should address this.  Th ey must 
fi rst defi ne what is appropriate and inappropriate touching in the special 
situation of receiving care, then discuss this with the child.

All children go through physical and emotional changes as they grow 
older,  and many rebel against the rules and limits imposed upon them 
by their parents.  During adolescence, routines (such as bowel or bladder 
management) may become a source of confl ict or tension.  Children who 
were once obedient about sticking to their diets and bathroom schedules 
may grow tired of the lifestyle restrictions of their bowel management 
program – the special foods, the time constraints imposed on them, and so 
on.  Th ey may, in an attempt to assert their independence, decide to take 
over their care without really understanding the importance of the routine.  
Th ey may opt to neglect bathing and changing, either as a simple act of 
rebellion or, paradoxically, so that they can blame their disability for a lack 
of friends or dates.
 Dealing with this rebellion is a sensitive process.  It would be easy 
if you could guarantee your students’ popularity if they would bathe daily, 
wear clean clothes, and change their pants regularly – but you can’t.  For 
people with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus, personal care is more than 
a matter of social acceptance; it is essential to physical health and well-
being.
 To overcome this rebellion, it helps of the student with a disability 
has a relationship with someone whom he of she trusts or respects, other 
than a teacher or parent.  Preferably, this should be someone of the same 
sex.  Most young people have at least one close friend or an older sibling 
to confi de in during the turbulent and confusing years of adolescence, 
but some young people reach high-school age without ever having found 
a confi dante.  Many high schools have developed peer counselling or 
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Transition to
Adulthood

peer mentor programs.  Such programs may benefi t a student who needs 
someone his or her age to talk to.

For a variety of reasons the transition from adolescence to adulthood can 
be more diffi  cult for students with disabilities.  Th ey may lack confi dence 
in their ability to get or keep a job, or to cope with post-secondary training.  
Th ey may not have the skills or confi dence to care for themselves, or feel 
they are not worthy of friendship or capable of romantic partnership.

Suggestions for the early grades

- Introduce your students to various careers.  Invite people (with or 
without disabilities) with diff erent jobs to visit your classroom.

- When out in the community with your students, point out people 
working.  Use that to initiate discussion about diff erent career 
possibilities.

- Tour work places to open student’s eyes to what is available in the 
work world.

- Ask your students which particular jobs they would like to do.
- Encourage as much self-determination in your students with 

disabilities as possible.
- Involve your students in useful activities that will help them feel 

good about themselves.  Th is will help them gain the confi dence 
and motivation needed to compete in the work force.  Th ese could 
include such everyday activities as helping younger students, 
helping the teacher organize classroom spaces, or acting as a 
messenger.

- When teaching students skills that they are able to master, ask 
them to come up with ideas about what jobs might require those 
particular abilities.  Also, identify skills necessary for jobs and 
work on these with your students.

Suggestions for older students

- Ensure that career exploration and work experience are a part of 
the student’s Individual Education Plan )IEP).  Even temporary 
placement in the work force can be of enormous value.

- Encourage your students to be involved as much as possible in the 
community.  Th is helps build a network of contacts that will be 
helpful in a job hunt.  Volunteer work can be an excellent way to 
build a resume and acquire job-related skills.

- Once students graduate, many families fi nd themselves in limbo, 
as many agencies provide services for children and adults but 
little for older teenagers.  Help these families search out services 
for their young adult; include representatives from these agencies 
in transition planning sessions.
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Perhaps the most important thing you can do to help your student with a  
disability make a successful transition is to assume that he or she can and 
will fi nd work and be productive, will live independently, and will have 
meaningful relationships.  Many people with disabilities are handicapped 
by others’ assumptions about them.  It can also work the other way.  
Encourage your students to dream.  Th en help them interpret those dreams 
by recognizing what is possible within the scope of their abilities.
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________________

Phys ed for younger 
students

Physical Education

CHAPTER FIVE

Th e goals of physical education for all students should be to experience 
enjoyment and satisfaction, to develop the skills needed to participate in 
recreational activities at school or at leisure, to help increase their physical 
fi tness level, and to develop social skills.
 Th e philosophy of the physical education program must be one 
of inclusion—that is, creating an environment that allows students of all 
abilities and interests to participate fully.   A quality phys-ed program 
benefi ts students with spin bifi da and /or hydrocephalus by allowing 
them to develop independence, make choices, take appropriate risks, 
and enjoy social interaction with their peers.  During all games lessons, 
allow students with disabilities to take a full part within the limits of their 
mobility.

Ball Skills

Because many spots and games require ball skills, these should be 
emphasized throughout the school years.  Students without an adequate 
repertoire of basic ball skills are excluded from many group games.  
Th erefore, it is critical to expose them to simple forms of ball play from an 
early age.
 An occupational therapist or physiotherapist can assess the extent 
to which sensory and motor diffi  culties impede a particular child.  He or 
she can also help select play material according to that child’s abilities.  
In the early learning stages of ball-skill practice, teachers should use 
more direct and formal teaching methods than they would normally.   
Th ey should simplify activities so that students not only participate but 
experience success.  Th is success will motivate students to continue 
practicing.  Th e following suggestions may be useful when planning 
lessons and physical education activities:

- Ball fl ight can be modifi ed to simplify the perceptual problems 
encountered when catching can hitting.  A ball in fl ight must 
be assessed in three-dimensional space, whereas a ball that is 
rolled along the ground need only be assessed in two dimensions.  
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Bouncing balls are simpler to track visually than balls in the air.
- Use larger balls for students with sensory and/or motor 

diffi  culties; large balls are considerably easier to catch or hit than 
smaller ones.  Th is simplifi es motor performance, which becomes 
more of a gross-motor skill using the arms than a manipulative 
skill using hands only.

- Use multicoloured play balls, which are easier to track against the 
normal gymnasium background by students with visual-motor 
disabilities.

- Provide light plastic bats and thin-handled play bats to make it 
easier for students to hit the ball.

- For many group and team games, assign children with decreased 
mobility a defi nite place or position on court (for example, net 
position in volleyball and badminton.

Other activities

Teachers can promote other phys-ed activities that are suitable for children 
with disabilities:

- In gymnastics, encourage students with spina bifi da and/or 
hydrocephalus to use any apparatus that stimulates the use 
of unaff ected body areas.  Th ese devices include wall bars, 
rings, climbing frames, and ropes.  Used properly, they help to 
develop upper-body strength, which is important for propelling 
wheelchairs and for transferring independently.  Th is increased 
strength is also an asset in other sports.

- Promote scooter-board activities.  Th ese off er young students 
with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus easy mobility and help to 
build arm and shoulder strength.  Scooter-boards also act as an 
equalizer when students with disabilities participate in activities 
with other students.

Adapting spots and games

Adapt sports and games for students with disabilities.  Keep the character, 
spirit, and rules of the game as near to the real thing as possible.  If, when 
adapting a game you have changed the original rules signifi cantly, call it 
something else.  
Following are suggestions for adapting sports and games:

- In team games such as soft ball, have a teammate act as a runner 
for the student who has a physical disability.

- Decrease the playing area; move targets closer; reduce the number 
of bases; increase or decrease the size of the goal area.

- Consider alternate equipment.  For example, substitute beanbags 
for fast-moving pucks or balls, larger bats and balls for regulation 
size, a tennis racquet for a bat.

- Reduce the playing time or number of points necessary to win.
- Modify the rules.  For example, allow more bounces, more swings 

at bat, and so on.
- Invite students to come up with suggestions.
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Phys ed for older 
students

________________

The “umpire
dilemma”

- Encourage older students with physical disabilities to participate 
in adapted-sport activities at either a competitive or a recreational 
level.  Th ese may include basketball, tennis, quad rugby, track 
and fi eld, sledge hockey, archery, bowling, swimming, or weight 
lift ing.

All students with disabilities can participate in school phys-ed 
opportunities such as aquatics, dance, gymnastics, the intramural 
program, and outdoor activities.  School phys-ed departments may provide 
appropriate equipment such as sledges, special skiing devices for youth 
with disabilities, and aquatic aids, to make this possible.  Th is equipment 
may be available through local agencies, associations, or rehabilitation 
centers.

As students grow older, and their nondisabled peers grow more profi cient 
at physical activities, students with disabilities are oft en called upon to be 
scorekeepers or referees.  Th ere are valid arguments both for and against 
this practice.

For.  Students with disabilities, taught to umpire and referee matches 
for their peers, thus feel that they are making a positive contribution in a 
variety of sporting activities.  Th ese positions provide an avenue toward 
social acceptance in a fi eld where personal active performance may not be 
possible.

Against.  Being an umpire not only sets a student apart, it also makes 
him or her into “the bad guy.”  As well,, perceptual problems may make 
scorekeeping diffi  cult.  Th e time spent on the sidelines could be better used 
learning the leisure time activities that will contribute to a student’s future 
physical and social well-being.
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By Angus L. Lloyd, M.Ed.

Many (but not all) children who have spina bifi da, hydrocephalus or both, 
also have learning disabilities.  Th is is a consequence of their condition.  
Learning disabilities interfere with the way in which students process 
information, particularly information that is carried through symbols, 
such as letters or numbers.  Th ese disabilities aff ect language processing, 
visual-spatial processing, or both.  Th e eff ects of learning disabilities 
usually become apparent when children are in school attempting to learn 
literacy and numeracy skills.
 Research has shown that children with spina bifi da and/
or hydrocephalus are likely to have learning disabilities in specifi c 
information processing areas.1  When teachers know what to look for, they 
can anticipate learning diffi  culties, be alert to potential problems, and to 
address these when they arise.
 Research has also shown that for children with  spina bifi da and/
or hydrocephalus the profi le of learning disabilities and their eff ect on 
language processing changes as the children grow older.2  As children with 
spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus get older, they are likely to improve 
less in certain language skills compared to children who do not have this 
disorder.  Th us teachers should remain alert to potential learning problems 
as the child moves through the grades.  Problems may emerge in grade 
four that did not seem to exist in grade three, and so on.  Th is is partly 
because of the demands of the curriculum change, and partly because 
language learning is a developmental process.  Children continue to learn 
to use and understand increasingly complex language structures as they 
are growing up.3  Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus may be 
slower to develop certain language abilities, such as rapid word retrieval 
or understanding fi gurative language.  Consequently they may become 
confused when they are reading, listening to the teacher, or talking with 
other children.
 To meet the needs of children with spina bifi da and/or 
hydrocephalus in the special education or regular classroom, teachers need 
to :

- anticipate learning problems and identify them when they arise
- teach specifi c skills to prevent problems before they arise
- give extra attention to weak areas
- teach learning strategies that help students become more 

independent
- modify and adjust teaching methods
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CHAPTER SIX

Understanding
the Learning Disability

Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus have a range of 
intellectual abilities as do typical children.  Some are average to above 
average in intelligence but a greater proportion of them have low to 
below average intellectual abilities relative to the general population.  
Some have intellectual disabilities.  Regardless of their level of 
intellectual ability, children with hydrocephalus oft en have areas of 
diffi  culty which can impact their learning and behaviour.  Th ese may 
take the form of learning disabilities in those of average to above 
average ability, and learning or challenges in those whose intellectual 
abilities fall below the average range.

Hydrocephalus thins and distends the brain.  While shunting restores 
the ventricular system and allows for normal growth of the corpus 
callosum, many tissue changes that are caused by the condition (and 
that exist before shunt insertion) remain.  Hydrocephalus aff ects some 
regions of the brain more than others.  For example, the occipital 
lobe, the area considered responsible for “executive” functioning.  
(Executive functions govern other areas of the brain, and include 
planning, goal setting, and checking or evaluating performance.)
 Some research suggests visual impairments in gaze and eye 
movement, common in children with hydrocephalus, may lead to 
impairments in nonverbal information processing as children grow 
older.  Th is may lead to later problems with informational processing 
that involves the analysis and integration of visual stimuli.5

 Research into group diff erences in oral language processing also 
showed some specifi c processing diffi  culties.6  Children with early-
onset hydrocephalus may:

- have normal language in social situations (conversational 
or interpersonal rhetoric) but have diffi  culty using and 
understanding more precise language (e.g., defi ning a noun, 
describing a sequence of events)

- need more time to process language when they are listening and 
talking

- have more diffi  culty talking fl uently and smoothly, and may stop 
and start perhaps searching for a word

- have more diffi  culty recalling precisely what was just said
- have problems interpreting sentences that contain words that have 

multiple meanings (for example, park:  “We can park the car,” and 
We can play in the park”) and sentences that are ambiguous (for 
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example, ‘Th e man drew a gun”;  “Please paint the picture.”)
- have diffi  culties understanding and producing fi gurative language 

(idioms, metaphors, similes, proverbs)
- tell and write stories that are wordy; conciseness is a problem
- make fewer connecting statements so that stories don’t fl ow easily
- fail to take account of their listener’s needs when they talk by not 

supplying suffi  cient context (for example, by starting the story in 
the middle)

- use more stereotypical phrases and clichés than normal
- go off  on tangents that are irrelevant to the discussion
- fail to monitor their own language when they are talking to make 

sure they are making sense and the listener understands them

Problems with oral language processing are also likely to aff ect the 
development of written-language skills.  Th ese writing problems may also 
be complicated by poor pencil control caused by visual-motor and visual-
perceptual problems.  
 Learning disabilities most signifi cantly aff ect children when 
they are learning to read.  Th is is a complex process that begins with 
decoding words and quickly progresses to deriving meaning from 
text.  Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus rarely have 
diffi  culty with the fi rst stage.  Th ey may learn to decode and pronounce 
words fl uently and automatically in kindergarten and grade one.  Th e 
problems arise when deriving information from text, particularly where 
nonliteral interpretation is required.7  Children with spina bifi da and/or 
hydrocephalus may:

- have no more trouble than other children learning to decode and 
recognize words, and read connected text fl uently

- have problems getting information that is not explicitly stated 
from text.  For example, in the sentence “Billy spent his whole 
allowance at the candy store,”  we know that Billy is probably a 
child, although this is not explicitly stated

- have diffi  culty connecting the ideas presented in text, or keeping 
the thread of the story or expository text

- have diffi  culty forming an understanding of the main idea of a 
story or expository text

- have problems understanding fi gurative language, such as 
metaphors and similes

II - 6.4
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Teachers must be aware that children with spina bifi da and /or 
hydrocephalus are at risk for learning disabilities.  Th ese children may have 
problems acquiring reading decoding, reading comprehension, spelling, 
written language, and mathematics.  Th ey may exhibit behaviour problems 
and refuse to comply with instructions.  Th ey are likely to have diffi  culty 
integrating information or making connections.  Th ey may have problems 
making connections between prior knowledge and new knowledge.  Th ey 
may lose the thread of the argument if the language (oral or written) relies 
heavily on implicit connections carried through nonliteral, fi gurative 
language, indirect questions, or connected algorithms (such as those found 
in mathematics operations).

Th ey may have diffi  culty with executive functions aff ecting their ability 
to initiate, plan and carry out complex tests.  Th inking fl exibly and 
executively to solve problems may be a concern, they may tend to “get 
stuck” in a particular way of thinking or approaching a problem.
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Attention defi cit 
disorder in children 

with spina bifi da 
and/or

hydrocephalus

Attention defi cit disorder (ADD) is a condition that causes attention and 
distractibility problems in students.  Because it is so clearly associated 
with hyperactivity, it is oft en overlooked when assessing students with 
spin bifi da and/or hydrocephalus.  However, attention defi cit disorder 
does exist in isolation, without attendant hyperactivity.  It is this type that 
is common to children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus, although 
some children may also have hyperactivity disorder. 

Research shows that the incidence of attention defi cit disorder is 
higher among children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus thanks 
among those without.  Attention defi cit disorder, which may or may 
not accompany a learning disability, can oft en be treated medically.  
Characteristics of ADD, when observed in children, should be reported to 
parents.  Th ey can then arrange for diagnosis and treatment.

Th e following information is taken from the book Learning Disabilities and 
the Person with Spina Bifi da, by Phyllis J.  Agness, Ed.D. Copyright 1994.

Characteristics of attention defi cit disorder

Inattention and distractibility

- diffi  culty screening out distractions
- diffi  culty completing the routine repetitive tasks required for 

successful classroom performance.

Impulsivity

- acting before thinking
- in students with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus this will not 

be manifested as hyperactive behaviour, but will instead show 
up in diffi  culty waiting for a turn in conversation or a game, not 
weighing the consequences of actions, or beginning assignments 
before waiting for instructions.
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Diffi  culty delaying rewards

- a problem in working for long-term goals
- the need for immediate reward will be responsible for many tasks 

being left  unfi nished

Overarousal and/or hyperactivity

- rather than displaying hyperactivity, the student with spina 
bifi da and/or hydrocephalus is more likely to demonstrate 
overarousal by exhibiting extremes of emotion faster and with 
greater intensity then is age appropriate,  Many appear to be on an 
emotional roller coaster.

Uneven performance

- greater variation in the equality. Accuracy, and speed with which 
assigned schoolwork or work tasks are performed.

 
Charactistics of attention defi cit disorder that may be present 
in the student with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus:

- has diffi  culty following through on instructions
- has diffi  culty sustaining attention
- seems not to listen
- loses things necessary for tasks
- fails to give close attention to details
- is oft en disorganized
- makes careless mistakes
- is forgetful
- seems to be daydreaming when should be attending
- lies to cover impulsive tasks or work not completed
- requires an unreasonable amount of time to complete school work 

or other tasks
- doesn’t complete or forgets homework
- oft en appears absent-minded 
- requires supervision to complete work

If a child with spin bifi da and/or hydrocephalus also has attention defi cit 
disorder, the following will also be aff ected:

- learning – all educational tasks
- physical therapy, occupational therapies and all other therapies
- instruction of self-care and medical procedures (catherizatons, 

etc)
- parenting
- vocational planning
- eff ectiveness of counselling
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Other obstacles to 
learning in children 

with spina bifi da 
and/or

hydrocephalus

Fine motor skills

Research has indicated a signifi cant incidence of abnormal upper 
extremity function in individuals with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus, 
resulting in poor fi ne motor skills.  Th is may cause the student diffi  culty 
with the self-help activities, participating in games, printing and cursive 
writing, cutting with scissors, tracing, and art work.  Handwriting may be 
unevenly spaced, the quality may be poor, and execution very slow, with 
production limited.

Visual motor skills

Studies have shown that individuals with spina bifi da and/or 
hydrocephalus may exhibit delayed visual-motor skills or hand-eye 
coordination.  Children with this problem may have diffi  culty developing 
their writing skills, copying accurately from the blackboard or a worksheet, 
completing drawing, tracing and cutting activities.  Th ere may also be an 
eff ect on playground activities and physical education.

Visual perception

Research has indicated that individuals with spina bifi da and/or 
hydrocephalus oft en have defi cits in visual perception.  Diff erent aspects of 
visual perception, fi gure ground, form constancy, spatial relations, visual 
discrimination and visual memory may be present.  As a result, the student 
may have diffi  culty focusing on the teacher in the classroom, locating 
specifi c books in a desk, identifying an item in a picture with distracting 
background, learning letters and numbers, remembering words and 
identifying shapes in diff erent locations.
 Individuals with perceptual disturbances may also be unable to 
group or classify objects, fi nd it diffi  cult to follow directions and to recall 
letters and numbers.  Comprehension of reading material may also be 
aff ected.

Organizational skills

Many children with spina bifi da and/or hydrophalus will experience 
problems with organizational skills.  Th ese children may require additional 
structure.  Instructions with more than one step will be diffi  cult.  Th e 
neatness and quality of the student’s work will also be aff ected.
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________________

Modifi cations,
intervention
strategies, and
accommodations

Th e following is a list of suggestions for intervention strategies, 
modifi cations and accommodations to assist the student with spins bifi da 
and/or hydrocephalus who may have fi ne motor, visual motor, visual 
perception and organizational diffi  culties to reach their fullest potential.

- use graph paper for mathematics and other related activities 
- use a thick grip soft  lead pencil
- use ruled paper as oft en as possible
- use a calculator
- use a word processor (computer) for lengthy assignments or to 

improve productivity
- use a tape recorder for lengthy lessons or instructions
- use a note-taker, obtain a set of notes from the teacher, or have 

a peer provide a copy of their notes by utilizing NCR (no carbon 
required paper)

- use a timer or a watch with an alarm
-  use schedules and lists whenever possible
- reduce clutter in work area
- position desk close to blackboard or where distractions are 

reduced
- provide an extra set of books for use at home
- verbal reporting to be an acceptable alternative to writing
- provide additional time to complete timed tasks such as tests and 

assignments
- provide a separate room for writing exams, away from 

distractions 
- use a scribe for written exams or tests
- quantity of written work may need to be decreased
- use highlighters to focus on specifi c passages in text or material to 

be copied
- tasks and instructions to be broken down into small clear steps
- use a homework book, organize, or notebook to keep track of 

homework assignments.
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________________

Non Verbal 
Learning Disability 

in children with 
spina bifi da and/or 

hydrocephalus

Many individuals with spina bifi da will exhibit a cluster of learning 
strengths and weaknesses commonly referred to as Non-Verbal Learning 
Disorder, or “NLD”. While each child is diff erent and all students should 
be assessed individually in order to develop an accurate learning profi le 
and appropriate educational plan, there are certain commonalities and 
typical learning patterns among students with spina bifi da. Detecting early 
signs of such patterns can make a signifi cant diff erence in remediating the 
defi cits caused by the disorder.
Th e common pattern of strengths oft en observed in the child with NLD 
includes early speech development, a high vocabulary, early decoding 
and reading ability, auditory learning and memory and noticeably strong 
ability to memorize rote information, particularly when presented verbally. 
Th is pattern of linguistic strengths is frequently deceiving, as it can mask 
underlying learning challenges and make parents and educators less likely 
to detect potential problems, especially in the early years. 
Th e common pattern of weaknesses that can emerge in the child with NLD 
as he or she develops includes defi cits in all or some of the following areas:
Visual spatial skills
Graphomotor skills
Reading comprehension 
Pragmatic language and non-verbal social cues
Non-verbal, abstract concept formation
Math concepts and estimation
Attention problems 
Executive function 

Visual Spatial Perception
Th e student with NLD may have diffi  culties processing visual information. 
In particular, when the visual fi eld is very “busy”, the child may have 
diffi  culty fi ltering out non-essential visual input and determining 
which specifi c piece of information to focus on. An example of this in a 
classroom setting would be that the child has diffi  culty focusing in on 
crucial information being presented on the board as he or she can become 
overwhelmed by the visual stimulus of charts, posters, multi- colored 
bulletin boards and other items that tend to cover the walls in a typical 
classroom. Simply put, he or she cannot focus on a particular learning task 
because of the distraction of other visual input in the environment.
Visual spatial diffi  culties can cause problems with orientation and use 
of appropriate spatial judgment. Th ey may appear clumsy or bump in 
to things while walking or navigating their chair. Th is may not be due 
to mobility challenges, but lack of ability to judge the distance between 
themselves and the object they bump into.
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 Th e child with NLD may exhibit extreme diffi  culties with completing 
spatial tasks using estimation to solve novel problems. For instance, the 
student may have trouble judging how many books and other belongings 
can fi t in a desk or locker. He or she may not be able to envision how a 
series of toys on the fl oor can fi t back in a toy box when asked to tidy 
up. As the child grows, inordinate diffi  culties with direction and visual 
memory may emerge. Th ey may get easily lost or turned around, even 
in environments that should be familiar. As the child with NLD gets 
older, these kinds of issues can prevent age appropriate development of 
independence.
Visual Motor and Graphomotor Skills
Th e child with NLD may be particularly challenged with visual motor and 
graphomotor tasks, such as writing, using scissors and drawing. Th ough 
the child with NLD may have exceptional oral language skills, their written 
expression may seem defi cient in comparison. In most cases, this is not 
because they don’t possess advanced verbal skills, but because the physical 
act of writing can be challenging and frustrating, so the child will write 
seemingly minimal thoughts. Th ey may also have diffi  culty with written 
expression as a result of poor sequencing or disorganized thought process. 
Th eir penmanship may appear crude or even infantile, and they will 
oft en having diffi  culty writing, drawing or cutting in straight lines. Th ese 
particular diffi  culties are, of course, oft en further complicated in a child 
with spina bifi da, as spatial and motor defi cits can be exacerbated and 
further complicated by mobility challenges.
Reading Comprehension
Diffi  culties with reading comprehension can begin to emerge in a child 
with NLD in the early grades, as soon as the reading task becomes more 
than just the act of decoding words and recalling concrete and literal facts. 
Although they can be quite advanced in terms of linguistic skills, students 
with NLD oft en have diffi  culties with critical reading skills. Th ough they 
can appear to have the ability to read advanced texts, they may not grasp 
main ideas, inferences, implied ideas, character motives, author intent and 
other more sophisticated aspects of critical reading. Th ey may be able to 
recall specifi c factual information from reading advance texts, but may not 
be able to tell you what it means or why it is important.

Pragmatic Language and Non-Verbal Social Cues
Although children with NLD oft en possess advanced verbal skills and 
appear to converse on a more mature level than expected, they may 
experience diffi  culties navigating the pragmatic use of language. Th ey may 
not appropriately perceive voice tone or infl exion, or be unable to “read” 
body language, facial expressions or other non-verbal communication 
tools. Th ey may not “get” jokes or perceive sarcasm. In short, while the 
child with spina bifi da can certainly tell you what you said literally, they 
may not be able to understand the manner in which you said it or why and 
may completely misinterpret the intent of the message.
Th ese pragmatic language defi cits in students with NLD can oft en lead to 
impaired social development and diffi  culty building and maintaining peer 
relationships. Th ey may have a sophisticated vocabulary and appear quite 
articulate for their age, but may not grasp an understanding of the fact that 
use of language should be tempered by social circumstances and rules. For 
a child with spina bifi da, these conditions are oft en further complicated by 
the isolation and lack of opportunity for social skill development inherent 
in the life of a child with a physical disability, which is further addressed in 
chapter 4.
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Non-Verbal, Abstract Concept Formation
Children with NLD will oft en demonstrate diffi  culties understanding 
non-verbal abstractions. If presented with a visual representation of an 
abstraction, they may not realize that the visual representation is merely 
for the purpose of explanation of an abstract idea, and not meant to be 
taken literally. For example, when shown a globe or a map to demonstrate 
the concept of latitude and longitude as a method of pinpointing a specifi c 
geographic location, the child may not understand that the lines are meant to 
“stand for” something and don’t really exist. In early childhood, they may not 
catch on as quickly as other children to the fact that the size of the container 
doesn’t necessarily change the quality or quantity of its contents. 
As students age, problems with abstract concept formation can become more 
evident as the school curriculum advances to more and more abstract ideas 
and less and less dependent on rote or factual information. While the child 
with NLD may have exhibited strengths in math facts, computation and basic 
operations, math concepts and problem solving are far more challenging 
for this student. Just because a child with NLD can multiply and divide 
accurately doesn’t mean they necessarily understand what this means.
Math Concepts and Estimation
As stated above, children with NLD may perform well in mathematics up 
to a point. Basic math skills may be intact, but they will oft en have diffi  culty 
applying factual knowledge to problem solving scenarios. Th ey may know 
that 3x3 is 9, but when they multiply 4x4 and make a place error and get 
160 as an answer, they may not have the conceptual understanding and 
estimation skills to recognize immediately that this answer must be wrong. 
Children with NLD may have diffi  culty estimating time in an age appropriate 
manner. If you tell them dinner will be ready in an hour, as time passes, they 
may not be able to judge when it is about time to come to the table. While 
they may be perfectly able to perform multiplication problems when told to 
do so, if you tell them it takes 30 minutes to get to grandma’s house which is 
10 kilometers away and then ask them how long it should take to get to Uncle 
Jimmy’s house if he lives 30 kilometers away, not only might they not be able 
to apply their knowledge of multiplication to the problem, they also may not 
be able to estimate a reasonable guess without solving the problem.
Attention Problems
Many children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus may be diagnosed 
with ADHD, or may exhibit similar attention related diffi  culties in school. 
Th ey may seem easily distracted by extraneous visual or auditory stimulus 
and may seem at times unable to sustain concentration and focus on 
a singular task. Th ey may jump from one train of thought to another, 
seemingly unrelated thought. Th ey may seem scattered, disorganized and 
unable to complete academic tasks in a timely manner. Children with 
ADHD are oft en described as “not paying attention”. Th is, however, is oft en 
a misinterpretation of the circumstances. Th e problem is not that they are 
“not paying attention”, but that they are paying attention to everything, and 
unable to discriminate between what is extraneous, inconsequential and 
unrelated to the task at hand. Because their mind wanders from one thing to 
another, they are unable to complete the desired task. For children with NLD, 
lack of focus or concentration is oft en the result of either lack of ability to 
sustain mental eff ort or lack of interest in the subject matter, or both. 
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Executive Function
Executive function is defi ned by the Encyclopedia of Mental Disorders as:
“a set of cognitive abilities that control and regulate other abilities and 
behaviors. Executive functions are necessary for goal-directed behavior. 
Th ey include the ability to initiate and stop actions, to monitor and change 
behavior as needed, and to plan future behavior when faced with novel 
tasks and situations. Executive functions allow us to anticipate outcomes 
and adapt to changing situations. Th e ability to form concepts and think 
abstractly is oft en considered components of executive function.”
Simply put, executive function is our ability to plan, anticipate, prioritize, 
project and adapt our plan of action as the changing environment calls for 
it. For children with NLD, this particular facet of managing their lives is in a 
state of dysfunction and is the cause of much of their academic challenges, 
specifi cally in later years, when the daily schedule, tasks and processes are 
no longer strictly regimented and regulated by teachers and/or parents. 
Once the child with NLD is left  in charge of determining what he or she 
should do, how it should be done and when he or she should do it with 
little or no direction or regulation from the teacher or parent, academic 
problems abound. Th e older student will appear to struggle inordinately 
with daily routines, organizing, managing time, adhering to deadlines and 
generally have diffi  culty getting through the day. Th ey will forget things, lose 
possessions (in part due to the visual/spatial challenges described above) and 
will sometimes seem overwhelmed with simple decisions and tasks. When 
this occurs, they may lack the strategic thinking skills to fi nd a solution, and 
may therefore elect to simply shut down and do nothing. Th is behavior is 
not generally the result of laziness or a lack of desire to do what is asked, but 
rather it is due to a total lack of ability to envision a way “out of the hole”, so 
to speak.

Teaching Students with NLD

General Teaching Tips
Use multi-modal teaching methods (combine visual, auditory and 
kinesthetic learning)
When demonstrating new concepts, scaff old with prior knowledge
Use specifi c verbal, rather than non-verbal cues to re-direct student behavior
Encourage students to use “self-talk” when working through problems
Encourage the on-going development of strengths while remediating 
weaknesses

Remediating weaknesses in Visual Spatial Perception
Teachers can help students with NLD by redirecting them away from visual 
distractions and giving verbal cues to direct them to the task at hand. 
Help them pinpoint exactly what they are supposed to be working on, and 
exactly what they are supposed to be paying attention to. When pointing to 
or writing something on the board, engage them in dialogue to focus their 
attention.
When teaching new material that is highly visual in nature, incorporate 
multi-modal instructional methods. What demonstrating something, 
remember to show them the concept or process, tell them about it, have 
them do it while talking them through it, then have them do it themselves. 
Th en give them a written description of what you did, how you did it, and 
why you did it that way. For a student with visual/spatial problems, to simply 
model a process may not be suffi  cient. Th ey have to be “talked through it”. 
Th is allows them to utilize their verbal strengths to digest new material.
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Th e impact of visual spatial diffi  culties can sometimes be reduced over time 
by the practice of strategies and intentional self-talk. Instead of pushing the 
child’s chair in between desks in the classroom, encourage the student to 
do it, while teaching self-talking strategies, such as “is there enough space 
for my wheelchair (or for me to walk) in between these rows of desks, or 
should I survey the area and fi nd another route”. Instead of cleaning out the 
student’s locker or desk, engage the student in a conversation about what 
might or might not belong, or what might or might not fi t. Eventually, these 
conversations will replay in the student’s mind, even without prompting, and 
visual/spatial misjudgments will wane.
As the child with NLD grows older, visual spatial defi cits may manifest in 
such things as directional diffi  culties, inability to interpret maps, diagrams 
and other largely non-verbal models. Always turn these things into verbal 
instructions. One good example in a typical classroom is the fi re escape 
routes for classroom buildings. Students with NLD may not be able to 
interpret these non-verbal instructions. One example might be, “leave the 
classroom, turn left  toward Mrs. Johnson’s classroom, left  again at the boy’s 
bathroom, and out the door”(always remember that, since students with 
NLD might have diffi  culty with left  and right, point left  while saying ‘left ’). 
When turning non-verbal or visual diagrams into verbal instructions, always 
remember to go back to the map or diagram and literally show the student 
how the words translate into the non-verbal picture. For most people, the 
connection between words and non-verbal cues is natural. Students with 
NLD have to be taught this connection explicitly.

Remediating Visual Motor and Graphomotor Skills
Students with NLD, and particularly students with spina bifi da and/or 
hydrocephalus will, as previously mentioned, exhibit extreme diffi  culties 
in this area. While it is a worthwhile endeavor to remediate these defi cits 
in the early years, it is also prudent as an educator to evaluate when the 
introduction of assistive technology is warranted. While student should 
practice the development of eye-hand coordination with the understanding 
that these abilities can improve over time, at the same time, academic 
progress should not be impeded by these defi cits. At an appropriate time, 
the students should be encouraged to utilize word processing, voice to 
text technology and other assistive aids that may be available to reduce 
the impact of visual motor and graphomotor skills. Oft en, the essay that a 
middle grades student with NLD can produce by dictating into a computer 
is vastly diff erent from what he or she can produce by writing by hand. It is 
possible, even likely, that an adult with NLD may never be able to write script 
on a piece of paper without slanting severely upward or downward or while 
maintaining uniform letter sizes as they approach the right edge of the paper. 
Educators should carefully assess when is the appropriate time to abandon 
certain graphomotor tasks in favor of technology so as not to impede the 
academic development of the student.
Meanwhile, eye-hand coordination can be developed with the use of fun 
activities such as computer and video games. Visual processing speed is a 
common area of weakness in students with spina bifi da and NLD that can 
improve somewhat over time with practice using these kinds of programs. 
However, it is important to remember that these practice tasks should not be 
used if they cause the student to experience persistent failure, as this defeats 
the purpose of the task. If the student experiences some success, he or she is 
more likely to enjoy the activity, which, in turn, will increase the likelihood 
that he or she will persist in the practice activity.
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Remediating Reading Comprehension
As previously discussed, students with NLD may display unusually 
advanced verbal abilities early on, but may begin to falter as academic 
reading tasks move beyond decoding and rote memory recall. While for 
many individuals, understanding what is “between the lines” of what we 
read may be inherent, for students with reading comprehension problems, 
this is not the case. Th ese students need to be taught explicit reading 
strategies to utilize for specifi c reading tasks. Th e specifi cs of how to teach 
these strategies is discussed in chapter 8. Two specifi c reading strategies 
and the types of reading tasks for which they are appropriate are outlined 
below.
For traditional textbook style reading, try SQ3R:
 SQ3R
  Survey
  Question
  Read
  Recite
  Review

Th is strategy is a favorite among educators as it gives a precise and eff ective 
methodology for textual reading. It is appropriate for middle grades and 
above. Th e student spends just a few minutes “surveying” or previewing 
the materials to be read, looking for visual cues such as headings, 
boldfaced terms, margin notes in color, charts, pictures, etc. He or she then 
engages in a mental process of recalling and connecting prior knowledge. 
Once the student has an inkling of what is to be covered in the chapter or 
section to be read, he or she becomes an active participant in the reading 
process by writing down a series of questions which may or may not be 
covered in the reading material. Th e student then reads the assignment 
with a particular purpose in mind- to fi nd the answers to the questions he 
or she wrote. Once the entire process is complete, the student is left  with 
two things, a set of written notes that presumably reviews some of the key 
information covered in the reading to review later, as well as a question or 
two left  unanswered that can serve as a method for class participation. Th e 
student has relevant questions to ask the teacher.

To assist students with reading comprehension of more narrative texts, 
teach story mapping strategies that reinforce things like sequence of 
events, cause and eff ect, story structure, character development, etc. Using 
story mapping strategies will help students learn that narrative stories 
do have structural patterns. However, if using story mapping strategies, 
remember to give the student with NLD an empty story map to begin, and 
not a blank piece of paper. Drawing out the map itself may prove equally 
challenging for the student with visual/spatial problems. Th e main point 
of both strategies is that students with reading comprehension diffi  culties 
may need to be taught specifi c strategies for how to read eff ectively and 
purposefully.
For more information about SQ3R, story mapping and other excellent 
reading strategies, consult the following sources:
http://www.ldonline.org/article/Helping_Children_with_Learning_
Disabilities_Understand_What_Th ey_Read

http://www.readingrockets.org/article/3479
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Remediating Pragmatic Language and Non-Verbal Social Cue Defi cits
Children with NLD may have diffi  culty negotiating pragmatic use of 
language. Th ey may not appreciate multiple meanings of words or the 
infl uence of social context on communication. Th ey may have a tendency to 
speak in an inappropriate volume, dominate conversation or misinterpret 
or even disregard non-verbal cues such as tone of voice, body language, 
eye contact or facial expressions. For most people, pragmatic use of 
language comes naturally as we develop and become exposed to a variety 
of social situations. For children with NLD, this incidental learning may 
not take place. For students with spina bifi da, isolation and fewer repeated 
opportunities for peer interaction may further complicate this defi cit. Th ese 
students will need to be explicitly taught how to recognize and respond to 
the complexities of verbal and non-verbal communication.
Students may need to be taught “how” to converse, including how to listen 
to others and know when it’s time to allow the other person to speak during 
a conversation.  Educators and parents should explain what it means when 
someone rolls their eyes or looks away while conversing. Th ey should create 
controlled practice environments for social interaction and review and 
discuss with the student what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate 
conversation for specifi c social contexts and why. As much as possible, 
avoid providing feedback in a punitive manner, but fully explain what 
was inappropriate and why, as well as providing alternative methods of 
communication that are more likely to elicit the desired response from peers. 
Certainly, unacceptable behavior must be corrected, but for the student 
with spina bifi da and NLD, it is important to remember that seemingly 
rude, self-centered or otherwise inappropriate interactions are most oft en 
unintentional and should be used as instructional opportunities. 

Remediating Attention Problems

Whether or not a child with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus is formally 
diagnosed with Attention-Defi cit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), specifi c 
attention diffi  culties may be present. Reducing the eff ects of attention 
problems is complex and oft en requires a full analysis of the scope and 
nature of the problem and its causes, followed by a series of trial and error 
before eff ective strategies can be discovered. However, below is a list of 
general strategies that may work:

Reduce the auditory, visual or tactile stimuli in the environment that may 
confuse or distract the student from the task at hand.
Break down lengthy complex tasks into smaller, manageable parts and 
provide positive feedback as the students complete the individual “pieces” 
of the task. Students will persist with tasks in which they experience 
incremental success.
Teach students to use timers and other devices to assist them in developing 
sustained mental eff ort, starting with short periods of time and gradually 
increasing the expectation for sustained focus. Older students should be 
encouraged to take frequent brief breaks in lieu of long periods of study, 
since their mental fatigue may prevent productive learning aft er a reasonable 
period of time.
Vary tasks periodically, shift ing from one mode of learning to another with 
predictable schedules and with verbal cues prior to shift ing tasks.
Overtly teach organizational strategies for materials, assignments, time 
management and daily routines. Remember that children with NLD tend 
to be very verbal. Organizational strategies should emphasize this innate 
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strength (make “to-do” lists, provide detailed verbal and written instructions, 
etc.)
When age appropriate, overtly teach meta-cognitive awareness. Teach 
students to examine their own learning process by asking themselves 
questions like 
“Am I understanding what I’m reading?”, “Does making fl ashcards help me 
remember?” and “Is this method getting it done, or should I try it another 
way?”

Remediating Executive Function Problems
Executive function defi cits are potentially the greatest impediment to 
academic success for students with NLD, particularly as they age, and the 
learning environment demands more and more independent learning and 
decision-making skills. A child with spina bifi da is likely to experience 
frustration with his or her inability to plan, monitor and evaluate the effi  cacy 
of their behaviors, and problem-solve to alter their actions accordingly.
Weaknesses in executive function may be evident early and manifest in the 
inability to make choices when too many options exist. Young children may 
not be able to organize or complete a series of tasks in a logical sequence. 
Early intervention can reduce the impact of executive function in later years. 
When working with a student who doesn’t seem to be able to make, execute 
and evaluate action plans in an age appropriate manner, use the following 
general guidelines:
Engage the child in continual dialogue throughout the task, asking things 
like, “How do you think we should do this?”, and “What’s the next step?”,“Did 
that work, or do you think we should try another way?” and “How long did 
that actually take?”
Teach the child to use the same self-questioning method when working 
independently.
When teaching content areas, remember that the student’s inability to learn 
a new concept or skill may not be related to the new material itself, but an 
inability to develop a method for approaching the task. Engage the student in 
conversation to help them pinpoint exactly why they are unable to complete 
the task.
Teach the student how to break down lengthy, complex tasks into smaller, 
logically sequenced tasks. If the student cannot estimate how long it may 
take them to write a 6-8 page paper, have them break down the assignment 
into small parts (choose a topic, research the topic, collect relevant 
information, create an outline, write a draft , etc.) and estimate how much 
time each individual subtask will take, write out a plan and schedule and 
set deadlines for each subtask. Th en, as the student begins the task, show 
them how to monitor and adjust the schedule and approach as needed. Th is 
is perhaps one of the most diffi  cult things to instill in a child with NLD and 
may require repeated instruction and practice over time before results are 
observed.
NLD, Spina bifi da and Learning
While all students with spina bifi da may not be formally diagnosed with 
either NLD, executive function disorder, attention defi cit/hyperactivity 
disorder or other related conditions, and certainly all students are unique 
individuals and won’t easily fi t into standard stereotypes or diagnostic 
criteria, it is likely that your students with spina bifi da will exhibit at 
least some of the characteristics described in the preceding chapters. As 
educators, we must avoid the temptation to over emphasize the physical 
aspects of spina bifi da and recognize it as a complex, multi-faceted disability 
with educational, social and emotional implications. Early detection and 
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intervention of learning challenges is crucial in optimizing potential for 
educational and vocational attainment and ultimately for independence. 
Ongoing and thorough assessment, coupled with high expectations, 
reasonable goal setting and eff ective educational interventions can have an 
extraordinary impact on life outcomes for children with spina bifi da.

For more information about Non-Verbal Learning Disorder, Executive 
Dysfunction, Attention Defi cit-Hyperactivity Disorder and other common 
learning problems in children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus, please 
consult the following:

http://www.nldontheweb.org
http://www.nlda.org
http://www.nldline.com
Ris, M.D., Ammerman, N., Waller, N., Walz, N. Oppenheimer, S., Brown, T., 
Enrile, B. & Yeates, K. (2007). Taxonicity of nonverbal learning disabilities 
in spina bifi da. Journal of the International Neuropsychological Society, 13, 
50-58.
Barnes, M. (2007). A model of comprehension in spina bifi da 
meningomyelocele: Meaning activation, integration and revision. Journal of 
the International Neuropsychological Society, 13, 854-864.
Riddle, R., Morton, A., Sampson, J., Vachha, B., Adams, R. (2005). 
Performance on the NEPSY among children with spina bifi da. Archives of 
Clinical Neuropsychology, 20, 243-248.
Burmeister, R., Hannay, H., Copeland, K., Fletcher, J. Boudousquie, A. & 
Dennis, M.  (2005). Attention problems and executive functions in children 
with spina bifi da and hydrocephalus. Child Neuropsychology, 11, 265-283.
Wiedenbauer, G. (2006). Spatial knowledge of children with spina bifi da in a 
virtual large scale space. Brain and Cognition, 62, 120-127.
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Teach Specifi c Skills

CHAPTER SEVEN

Th is section outlines many important skills that should be included in the 
teaching program for a child with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus.  Th ese 
skills may be incorporated into the regular classroom program,  Or they 
may be taught to small groups within the regular classroom, in a withdrawal 
setting by a resource teacher, or in a self-contained, special education class.
 Academic learning may be viewed as the acquisition of skills and 
knowledge.  Before children come to school, they have learned an enormous 
amount about their environment and they can use language eff ectively.  
At school, children not only acquire information about their worl, but 
learn skills and strategies that help them gain more knowledge and skills 
independently.  Th is is a gradual process for all students.  For some students, 
certain skills are easier to learn than others; they seem to learn more quickly 
and easily.  Yet all students must learn basic literacy and numeracy skills.  For 
many students specifi c instruction in core skills is essential.
 Educational approaches and styles vary from region to region, 
school to school, and classroom to classroom.  Some teachers prefer a 
holistic, student-centered approach that emphasizes cooperative groupings 
and learning through discovery.  Others prefer a more structured approach 
based on a systematically arranged curriculum, where skills are taught 
though direct, teacher-led instruction.  Others maintain a balance that 
refl ects the best of both worlds.  Whatever he teaching approach, all teachers 
believe that learning results from the acquisition of knowledge and skills.
 Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus who have 
learning disabilities are at serious risk.  Because they have trouble processing 
particular types of information and making connections, they may fail to 
acquire the knowledge and skills hey should.  Language-processing problems 
may manifest themselves in diff erent ways for diff erent children, and aff ect 
reading comprehension, written language, mathematics, or oral language.  
Visual-perceptual problems may aff ect their ability to integrate pieces of 
information.
 With the learning problems, other problems arise.  Some students 
appear inattentive and distracted.  Some, frustrated with their learning 
problems, may act out.  Still others fi nd it diffi  cult to organize themselves 
and keep up with classroom demands.  Because of these diffi  culties, certain 
skills areas, particularly those involving language and integrative thinking, 
may require special attention and training.

Teach Specifi c Skills
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Children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus oft en have diffi  culty 
making connections, or integrating information, when they read, listen, 
talk, and write.8  Usually, readers and listeners make connections between 
what they have read or heard before and new information when they can 
connect it to information that is already in short-term memory.9  If no 
connection is made, it is theorized, a bridging inference occurs.  Th at is, 
the thinker connects the new information with the previous knowledge 
in an eff ort to make sense of it.  If the areas in the brain that control these 
operations are not functioning properly, then reading diffi  culties result.   
Clearly, if the reader or listener fail to make the “right” connections (those 
intended by the writer or speaker) he or she becomes confused.
 Our language has many connective devices to help us make these 
connections (such as pronouns, conjunctions, adverbs, relative clauses, 
and so on).  Successful listening and reading comprehension depends 
signifi cantly on making inferences based on these cohesive devices.10

 Most children learn to use these linguistic devises fl uently and 
automatically.  For children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus, 
however, such connections do not come easily.  Th ey need specifi c skills 
teaching; open-ended, nonexplicit teaching methods rarely work.  Th ese 
students need to learn these skills and how to apply them.  

Linguistic cohesion involves the use of devices (words, phrases, and 
clauses) that tie clauses and sentences together.  Th ese words and clauses 
help tie ideas together across sentences, paragraphs, and longer units of 
language.  Many students with spina bifi da and /or hydrocephalus can read 
and write single sentences but have diffi  culty inferring  information from 
connected text or writing coherent text.  Following are fi ve basic types of 
cohesion devices.11  Each of these may form the basis for skill-building 
lessons in textual cohesion.

Reference.  Th is involves the many types of pronouns, including personal 
pronouns, possessive determiners, and demonstrative references such as 
that, the, and this.  Pronouns are a common cohesive device.  For example, 
“Uncle Bob sang to the baby as he shaved.”  Who shaved? Or, “He gave the 
glasses to her friend.”   Do we know the gender of the friend?  Students who 
don’t understand pronoun references an get confused.

Substitution.  Th is involves the replacement of one word or phrase with 
another.  Substitutions can be made for various parts of speech (verbs, 
nouns, and clauses).  For example:  “Billy got an ice cream, and I got one 
too.”  One replaces ice cream.  

Ellipsis.  A repeated word or phrase is omitted. For example, “Would you 
like a mango?  I have two.”  Repetition of mango is implied.

Conjunction.  Conjunction occurs when semantic connections are 
made between two related ideas.  Conjunctions may be additive (and, 
furthermore), adversative (yet, although, but, instead), casual (so, 
because), or temporal (simultaneously, then, aft erward).
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Lexical cohesion.   Th is occurs when tow words having the same 
meaning and grammatical function refer to one another.  For example,  
“Th e bear came down to drink.  Th e animal was thirsty.”

Research evidence indicates that children learn reading comprehension 
skills when:

- adequate time is devoted to comprehension instruction
students attend to instruction and are engaged in meaningful 
activities

- teachers provide signifi cant amounts of direct instruction I 
specifi c comprehension skills

- students are provided with feedback about their success in skill 
asquisition

- teachers provide practice on tasks other than those used to teach 
the skills

- ample and systematic practice follows instruction.12

Each of the fi ve cohesive devices may be taught through a variety of 
activities.  Students can be asked to look for language connections in books 
they are reading; as well, prepared lessons that focus on particular cohesive 
elements can be designed for direct teaching.13

 Many teachers prefer to use commercial programs that are 
carefully sequenced to ensure that skills are developed systematically. 14 
Many of these programs provide specifi c lessons on such things as how to 
diff erentiate between fact and inference, recognize ambiguities, edit run-
on sentences, recognize story grammars, write coherent stories, construct 
complex sentences, and so on.  

Teachers can help children learn to make connections as they read by 
asking questions during oral reading.  In this approach, the student reads 
aloud, or the teacher reads while the student follows.  For beginning 
readers, start with single sentences and ask literal questions, those with 
answers explicitly stated in the text.  For example, the sentence “Pam rode 
her bike up the hill” elicits the questions “Who rode up the hill?”  “Where 
did Pam ride?”  “What did Pam ride?”  As children improve their reading 
and comprehension, include questions that require the student to make 
inferences.  For example, “Jacob Two-Two ran off , just a little frightened 
because this was his fi rst errand.”  Why was Jacob Two-Two frightened? 15

A reader’s ability to integrate textual information is enhanced by 
knowing the main idea.  Th e main idea tells most about the paragraph.  
It is sometimes identifi ed in the fi rst sentence, which may be the topic 
sentence.  Teachers can use illustrations, direct instruction, teacher 
modelling, and practice to help students learn to identify the main 
idea.  Once the students can identify the main idea, they have a basis for 
understanding the passage.  From there, students can be taught how to 
fi nd the supporting and connected details.  Teachers can illustrate this with 
semantic maps, or webs, and tree diagrams that show how ideas connect 
with one another and with the main idea. 
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Good readers use a variety of structural clues to help them understand the 
meanings of words found in text.  Poor readers are less sensitive to these 
grammatical structures, but they can be taught how to identify them.  Once 
students can put these clues together, they have the contextual information 
they need for making inferences.  Some types of grammatical structures 
are presented below with examples.  Teachers can develop additional 
examples of each type to give students plenty of opportunities for practice.

Intersentential connections.  For example, students are asked to fi nd 
the meaning of the word mimic in the following text:  “Crows are great 
mimics.  Th ey can learn to talk and imitate animal sounds.  Th ey can 
imitate the squeak of a chicken, the whine of a dog, or the meow of a cat.”  
Each sentence connects to the previous one due to the presence of the 
same, or a similar, word.  

Alternatives.  For example:  “Th e cummerbund, or waistband, is worn 
with a dinner suit.”  Th e term cummerbund is an alternative to waistband.  

Embedded clauses or phrases.  For example:  “Th e sabot, a small sailing 
boat, carried by the boys to the island.”  Th e embedded phrase defi nes the 
subject of the sentence.  

Opposites.  For examples:  “He seemed always morose, never happy nor 
satisfi ed.”  Th e terms always and never signal the meaning of the word 
morose.

Superordination.  For example, “Th e Siamese made a lot of noise at 
the cat show,” or “the bureau was his favorite piece of furniture.”  Readers 
can infer that Siamese is a specifi c example of the larger classifi cation cat, 
bureau a specifi c example of the larger classifi cation furniture.  

Parenthesis.  For example, “ A robust (overweight) man came and sat on 
the other end of the bench.”  Th e term overweight is the parenthesis, an 
additional term or phrase as an explanation or comment.    

Many word in English have multiple meanings.  When people read an 
ambiguous word in a text they retrieve all of its meanings, whether or 
not they make sense.16   Readers then choose among these alternatives, 
and discard the inappropriate meanings.  Some researchers suspect that 
children with certain types of neurological disorders may be slower to 
discard the alternatives.17  to identify the speaker’s or writer’s intended 
meaning, the listener or reader must use the context of the sentence to 
infer the appropriate meaning.  Many words may be used as both nouns 
and verbs with quite diff erent meanings.  For example, compare “I will 
show you my house,” with “We put on a show for the parents.”  Or  “We 
drove to the point to see the lighthouse,”  “It’s rude to point,” and “I think I 
see your point.”  Teachers can provide examples of words used in diff erent 
contexts.  Th ey can help students fi nd appropriate meanings according 
to context by discussing all the meanings of the word.  Some publishing 
companies publish board games that can provide extra practice.
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To understand language, whether it is written or spoken, students need 
to identify ambiguities in text or speech and use contextual information 
to fi gure out the writer’s or speaker’s intention.  Teachers should preview 
textual material for linguistically ambiguous sentences.  Th ey can then 
teach those sentences.  Th ey can then teach those sentences in advance 
to avert potential confusion.  Some lessons in a language-arts program 
are designed specifi cally to teach students how to identify linguistically 
ambiguous sentences.  Help students identify the key word that leads to the 
ambiguity.  Illustrate alternate interpretations.  (For example, “Th e duck 
was ready to eat,”  “Th e man wiped his glasses,”  “Th e boy drew a gun,” are 
all linguistically ambiguous).

Children learn idioms (for example, “get to fi rst base,” “paddle your 
own canoe,” “blow you own whistle”) at an early age.  Research shows 
that teachers use idioms frequently. 18  Skilled readers and listeners can 
distinguish between literal and fi gurative language and understand both.  
Students with language disorders, however, oft en interpret fi gurative 
expressions literally, which leads to considerable confusion.  Teachers can 
begin with a short story, telling them beforehand to listen for the idioms 
so that they can try to fi gure out the meaning.  Teachers should provide 
many opportunities to use these idioms in oral and written exercises.  
Students could compile a list of idioms and gather idiomatic expressions of 
classmates from other cultures and countries.

Th e most fundamental way of integrating information and making 
connections between apparently isolated pieces of information is through 
categorization.  Information, objects, events, and ideas are classifi ed by 
their sameness.  Th e task of categorization is in deciding what makes 
things the same, in identifying analogical relationships, in which two 
objects or ideas share some attribute.  Failure to make connections 
between existing knowledge and new learning is oft en the result of failure 
to see the sameness, or relationships.19  Students can develop fundamental 
verbal-reasonings and critical-thinking skills, and can transfer these to 
new situations.20   Following are eight types of analogies that can be taught, 
with examples in parentheses.21

- Antonymous (clear is to cloudy as shallow is to deep).
- Synonymous (weep is to cry as smile is to grin)
- Characteristic property (wheel is to round as arrow is to straight)
- Part-whole (knee is to leg as elbow is to arm)
-  Superordinate-subordinate (shirt is to clothing as hammer is to 

tools) 
- Functional (time is to clock as weight is to scale)   
- Sequential (Tuesday is to Sunday as Friday is to Wednesday)
- Causal (fi re is to smoke as water is to steam)

Researchers have found that synonymous, antonymous and characteristic 
properties were the easiest to solve, followed by superordinate-subordinate 
and part-whole.  Casual, functional, and sequential relationships were the 
most diffi  cult.  Th is suggests a sequence for teaching.  
 Analogical relationships can be diffi  cult for students to grasp and 
are diffi  cult to teach.  Understanding them, however, is essential to the 
higher order thinking that students apply to all subject areas.22

II - 7.5Teach Specifi c Skills
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Metaphoric language is critical for understanding in all subjects, yet it 
can be confusing for children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus.  A 
metaphor contains a term known as a topic, which is compared to another 
term, known as the vehicle, on the basis of one or more shared features, 
called the ground.23   Th ere are two types of metaphor, predictive and 
proportional.  Predictive metaphors express a similarity between the topic, 
or subject, or subject, and the vehicle, or predicate.  For example: “Her 
voice (topic) was music (vehicle) to my ears.”  Th e ground in this case is 
“pleasantness.”  Similes are predictive metaphors with the word like or the 
phrase as….as added to make the relationship more explicit.  (“Her voice 
was like music to my ears,” or “Her voice was as pleasing as music to my 
ears.”)  Proportional metaphors are analogous relationships that contain 
two topics and two vehicles but one topic vehicle is unstated.  For example, 
“the bird’s nest (topic) was a piggy bank is without coins (vehicle).”  Bird’s 
nest is without eggs as piggy bank is without coins; the vehicle, eggs, is 
not stated.  Th e metaphor is based on the analogy: bird’s nest is to eggs as 
piggy bank is to coins.
 Teaching metaphors and similes can be done incidentally as they 
come up in reading, explicitly through direct instruction, or both.  Th e 
advantage of using direct instruction is that the teacher has more control 
over the level diffi  culty or complexity of the examples.  Similes, easier to 
understand because they are more explicit, should be taught fi rst, followed 
by predictive metaphors, then proportional metaphors.  Students will also 
fi nd it easier to learn about sensory, perceptual metaphors before learning 
about psychological similes and metaphors.

Following is a teaching sequence for introducing metaphor and similes:

1. Teaches the concept of “likeness,” or similarity, for concrete 
objects (for example, red), then feelings (for example, anger)  

2. Teach students to recognize the functions of the parts of a simple 
sentence (subject and predicate).

3. Teach students to discriminate between literal and nonliteral 
statements.

4. Teach students to identify the topic (subject), vehicle (predicate) 
and to fi nd the word like or the phrase as…as in a sensory or 
perceptual simile.

5. Teach students to identify the ground or basis for comparison in 
the simile.

6. Repeat steps four and fi ve for similes based on feelings 
(psychological).

7. Teach students to convert similes to predicative metaphors by 
omitting the word like or the phrase as…as.   Reverse the process 
to turn metaphors back into similes.

8. Teach students to generate their own similes and metaphors, fi rst 
in isolated sentences and then in connected text.
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9. Teach students to identify the topics and vehicles in a 
proportional metaphor.

10. Teach students to convert proportional metaphors to analogies by 
identifying the missing topic or vehicle.

Understanding humor has been fund to help academic achievement.24 
Humor depends largely on linguistic ambiguity and getting the 
connection.  Th erefore, students who have diffi  culty with nonliteral 
language structures may miss jokes.  Teachers can tell jokes, then 
point out the ambiguity.  Or they can present comics from the 
newspaper, then help students fi nd the double meaning and get the 
joke.

Students can learn expressive writing systematically.  Carefully 
selected pictures may be used as writing prompts.  Skills teaching may 
begin with sentence copying, then progress to lessons on how to write 
simple descriptive sentences that contain a subject and predicate.  
From there, students learn how to elaborate simple sentences by 
embedding and connecting phrases and clauses, how to use the 
structural rules for paragraph construction, and how to proofread and 
edit.25

Research suggests that teaching students about common text 
structures improves their writing.26  Narrative text includes certain 
structural elements—an organizing set of principles called story 
grammar.  Skilled readers use their knowledge of story grammar 
to help them predict events and regulate their reading.  Students 
can learn to use the elements of story grammar for relating real or 
imaginary events orally or in writing.  Th e following are the elements 
of the story grammar that are common to most stories:

- Setting.  Th e location, time, main characters and circumstances of 
the story.

- Beginning.  An initiating event that starts the action in the story.
- Goal.  Th e major objective of the story.
- Attempt.  Th e actions the characters undertake as they try to 

achieve the goal.
- Plot.  Th e series of attempts and subordinate goals that the 

characters engage in to achieve the major goal.
- Outcome.  Th e consequence that depicts the main character’s 

success or failure.
- Internal response.  Th e character’s thoughts and feelings that 

prompt the initiating events and actions.
- Ending.  Th e fi nal consequence of the story in which the 

characters make known their feelings about the outcome of the 
story.
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Expository text provides factual information, and is usually found in 
nonfi ction, text, and reference books.  Structures found in expository text 
include compare and contrast, explanation, problem/solution, and thesis/
statement.27  Each of these structures is signalled by diff erent semantic 
and syntactic techniques.  For example, compare-and-contrast structures 
identify what is being compared, and state how they are diff erent and 
how they are the same.  Th e words alike, in contrast to, similar to, signal 
the presence of the structure.  Explanatory text oft en presents sequences 
of steps for completing some task.  It may include the words fi rst, then, 
aft er that, next, fi nally.  Expository text may contain many diff erent 
text structures, so students must learn to identify the main theses and 
relationships among groups of ideas.  Teachers framed outlines that 
provide a diagram showing the components of text planning and how each 
component connects.  Students record their ideas directly onto the maps or 
diagrams before elaborating to construct the text.

Currently, research data on how mathematics problems manifest 
themselves in children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus is limited.  
Some studies have shown that these children score below nondisabled 
peers.28  We do know that mathematics learning is hierarchical and 
cumulative; new learning depends on prior knowledge.  Understanding 
mathematical algorithms requires the ability to integrate information and 
understand numerical relationships and connections.  Children with spina 
bifi da and/or hydrocephalus who have diffi  culty integrating information 
when learning language have he same processing problems when learning 
mathematics.  Instructional approaches that teach children to connect 
math concepts sequentially and cumulatively are to likely to be successful 
for these children than approaches that rely on the student discovering 
relationships and mathematical sequences (algorithms).
 Following are six elements of eff ective mathematics instruction.29   

- Students must have well-founded and relevant prior knowledge 
before the teacher introduces new concepts.  Mathematics 
learning is cumulative.  For example, before you learn to regroup 
in addition, you must learn to add numbers with no regrouping.

- Th e teacher should control the rate for introducing new concepts.
- New concepts must be introduced through coherently presented 

strategies.  For example, if you’re teaching the concept of adding 
one number to a number as counting, make a coherent rule that 
explains what to do:  “to add one, say the next number.”

- Instructional language must be clear and concise to avert 
confusion.

- Th e transition from teaching to independent work should be 
bridged with guided practice.

- Concepts and facts already learned should be regularly and 
continuously reviewed.30
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As students move from the elementary to secondary school they must 
become more independent as learners.  For adolescents, this is one of the 
major and most diffi  cult demands of schooling.  Independence and success 
in both social and academic domains are promoted by learning techniques 
and strategies.  A strategy is “an individual’s approach to a task; it includes 
how the person thinks and acts when planning, executing, and revaluating 
performance on a task and its outcomes.? 31   Strategies that are consciously 
learned or invented by the learner can become habitual and automatic 
(unconscious) with practice and experience.32  Some examples of strategies 
that students can learn are paraphrasing, word identifi cation, sentences 
writing, and error monitoring, among others.33

Th ese and other similar strategies can aid students in utilizing basic 
reading, writing and math skills. As children advance to secondary school, 
oft en they will also need to be taught specifi c strategies to assist with 
time-management, organizational skills and metacognitive awareness. 
Metacognitive awareness refers to one’s ability to monitor his or her own 
learning eff ectiveness and to shift  strategies accordingly. Many children with 
various types of learning disabilities lack the ability to recognize ineff ective 
methods. As children with spina bifi da age to a more independent learning 
environment, they must be taught specifi c strategies designed to help them 
take control of their own learning process.

Children with learning disabilities oft en have a limited repertoire of 
strategies and little knowledge of when and how they may use them.34  In 
contrast, the good strategy user is one who analyzes tasks to fi nd similarities 
between current problems and previous academic encounters he or she has 
had.35  Th e learner can then formulate a plan that sequences relevant steps.  
In formulating the plan, the learner can see how each step in the sequence 
contributes to the fi nal goal.  

Once they start the process, good strategy users monitor performance, 
constantly making adjustments according to information gained from 
feedback.  Th e ability to see the sameness, or make generalizations about a 
learning situation, depends on the ability to make connections among pieces 
of information.  As we have seen, these abilities are precisely those that 
children with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus are likely to have diffi  culty 
with.  

Educators can help these students by teaching specifi c strategies and 
problem-solving methodologies that can be generalized to multiple 
disciplines and in a variety of settings.

Teaching Learning Strategies

CHAPTER EIGHT
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Researchers at both the University of Kansas and Michigan State University 
have studied the eff ects of teaching learning strategies to students with 
learning disabilities.  Th e results have been very promising.36

Both groups advocate teaching students a few strategies at a time and 
teaching them thoroughly.  Th ey have discovered it can be cognitively 
demanding for students to learn the sequences of steps in a strategy at the 
same time as they learn the content of a lesson.  Consequently, teaching must 
be explicit, intensive, and extensive.37  Following are the basic instructional 
principles that teachers should incorporate when designing strategy 
instruction

Skills that are components of a successful strategy should be mastered before 
instruction in the actual strategy begins.  For example, when students are 
learning a strategy to paraphrase a paragraph, it would be wise to ensure 
that they can paraphrase a sentence fi rst.  Or, if students are learning a text-
highlighting strategy, they should at fi rst learn how to fi nd the key words in a 
sentence.  Key words or phrases can then be used to identify the main idea in 
a text block.  Further, if a student is learning a sentence-writing strategy, he 
or she should be able to identify subjects, verbs, and prepositions.  If students 
know prerequisite skills, it allows then to give complete attention to learning 
the strategy rather than trying to lean a new strategy and new content and 
skills at the same time.  

Regular and intensive instruction means daily exposure to strategy 
instruction and ample opportunities for practice. 39  It helps if students 
set daily, weekly, and semester goals to identify the strategies and skills 
they wish to learn.  Teachers can help students set realistic, attainable 
goals.  Th ese should be described in concrete, measurable terms.  For 
example, “I will use the steps of the strategy and score at least 80 percent on 
comprehension questions for at least fi ve consecutive passages,” or “By the 
end of the semester, I will have made summary notes on all chapters 3, 4, 
5, and 6.”  Clearly defi ned goals help students keep on track with their own 
learning.  Th ese skills contribute to the independence that is so important for 
secondary-level students.

Successful problem-solving results from two key elements:

(1) choosing the appropriate learning strategy to solve the problem, and (2) 
exerting personal eff ort to accomplish the task.  Teachers need to provide 
ongoing feedback that reinforces their students’ hard work.

Students are more likely to generalize a learning strategy (use it 
spontaneously in a variety of settings when they can perform the steps 
of the strategy with increasing mastery – where mastery means correct 
performance and fl uent use.  Once students have learned the steps of a 
strategy, they need to practice doing it quickly and smoothly.  In this way, 
the strategy becomes habitual and automatic.  (Simply knowing the steps 
for paraphrasing, for example, won’t ensure the students use the strategy 
automatically when reading literature, geography texts, or science articles.)  
Th ey can gain fl uency with easy-reading material before applying the 
strategy to higher level material.
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Research has shown that when students see the purpose for learning 
strategies they are more likely to learn them effi  ciently.40  Teachers should 
discuss with the student the ways a strategy might be useful and when it 
might be used.  When teaching, teachers can continually identify situations 
in which the strategy might be helpful.  

Covert processing is thinking that is done by the student during the strategy.   
May include questions the student has been trained to ask him or herself, 
for example: “Is the last digit more or less than fi ve?” “ What is the main 
idea of this paragraph?”   “is this story real or imaginary?”  Eff ective strategy 
teachers model and demonstrate their own covert processing by making it 
overt; they ask themselves these questions aloud.

Over time, as students incorporate more strategic thinking into their 
problem solving, they may begin to see other applications and variations for 
the task-specifi c strategies they have learned.  As they become more fl uent 
and familiar with methodical, sequenced approaches to problem solving, 
they will gain more control over, and knowledge of, the mechanisms through 
which they learn.  Learning strategy instruction oft en helps students acquire 
metacognitive knowledge.  Metacognition is the ability to know about 
how we know or to think about our thinking.  As students develop better  
metacognition, they become more independent and self-regulating. 

Following is a generic working model for teaching learning strategies.41  
Th e model is composed of eight stages.      

Stage one:  Pretest and make a commitment to learn.

Th e purpose of stage one is to motivate students to invest the time needed 
to learn the strategy.  Pretests make them aware of specifi c demands in 
their classes (for example, note-taking), show how they perform on this 
skill compared to expectations, and show that there are ways they can learn 
this skill.  Students become aware that poor performance in this skill puts 
them at risk for failure ( this is not inevitable, but rather the consequence of 
not having this particular skill).  Furthermore, this skill, like any other, can 
be learned.  Pretesting establishes a base line from which to compare later, 
improved performance.

Stage two:  Describe the strategy.

During this stage the student becomes aware of the overt and covert 
processes involved in performing the new strategy.  Th ey learn how each 
step contributes to solving the problem and how the strategy is diff erent 
from their usual practice.  Th e teacher presents all the steps of the strategy to 
provide a whole picture of what is involved.

Stage three: Model the steps of the strategy.

At this stage, the teacher uses self-talk to model his or her own thought 
processes when performing the problem-solving strategy.  Th is stage is 
fundamental to strategy instruction and deserves special emphasis.  Rather 
than just tell students how to do something, teachers not only show the 
strategy themselves, but talk aloud about their thinking while doing it.  
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Teachers oft en need to practice this ahead of time to avoid making mental 
leaps or assumptions.  As part of this stage, the teacher should 42

- require students to use the actual words students would say to 
themselves when using the strategy

- provide feedback, including correction and expansion of student 
responses, during the exercise.

- prompt as much self-talk as possible
- engineer as much success as possible by assigning tasks that are 

easy for students to complete, then gradually increase complexity
- draw students’ attention to good performance models and 

emphasize the importance of imitating the processes they have seen 
and heard

Stage four: Practice the strategy verbally

During this stage, students practice saying the steps of the strategy precisely 
and aloud without hesitation.  Th e purpose of verbally rehearsing the words 
used when doing the strategy is to help students become automatic with the 
wording.  Th is leaves more cognitive energy available for the task itself.

Stage fi ve:  Use controlled practice and feedback.

To learn the strategy, students should practice with instructional material 
that is easy for them.  For example, when teaching the paraphrasing strategy, 
have students start with reading material that is at their independent level 
(no more than two decoding errors in 100 words).  Or when teaching a test-
making strategy, fi rst have students practice on shirt tests with just a few 
items.  Th e teacher’s role at this stage is to give corrective feedback, model 
certain aspects, and provide explicit information on the student’s progress.

Stage six: Use advanced practice and feedback.

When students have mastered controlled material, they are ready to apply 
the strategy to real-life situations in the classrooms.  Although the goal is 
to have students use the strategy independently, they may need some help 
to make this transition.  Th is may require extra coordination between the 
regular classroom teacher and the resource teacher.  At this stage, students 
who have relied on their teacher for feedback must take control of their own 
feedback.  Encourage students to self-evaluate and self-regulate by having 
them report on their own progress, perhaps managing their own progress 
charts.

Stage seven: Post-test and make commitments to continue to use the 
strategy 

Th is stage has two phases.  Th e fi rst involves confi rming and documenting 
that the student has learned the procedural and strategic processes needed 
to follow the strategy.  Teacher and student should compare post-test results 
with pretest information.  Naturally, students should be tested throughout to 
ensure they have mastered the processes.  However, a fi nal, all-encompassing 
assessment should be administered to ensure that the student has mastered 
the strategy and can generalize it in a variety of situations.
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Stage eight:  Practice generalization

Once students have mastered the strategy in the resource room, they must 
be helped to apply it independently across a variety of content settings.  
Instruction that promotes generalization should focus on enabling the 
student to

- discriminate when to use the strategy in everyday situations
- develop methods for remembering to use the strategy
- experiment with using the strategy in diff erent situations
- get feedback and develop plans to improve performance of the 

strategy
- adapt the strategy to meet new demands
- make the strategy part of his or her normal approach for problem-

solving

For a comprehensive list of University of Kansas strategies that may help 
your students, please go to:
http://www.ctserc.org/initiatives/teachandlearn/strategies.shtml#lng
For additional information about time management and organizational 
strategies, please go to: 
http://www.ldonline.org/article/Lazy_Kid_or_Executive_Dysfunction%3F
http://www.ldonline.org/article/Teaching_Time_Management_to_
Students_with_Learning_Disabilities
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________________

Make sure that 
students possess 
suffi cient prior 
knowledge

________________

Give students time 
to respond

Modify and Adjust 
Teaching Methods

CHAPTER NINE

Th e chapter on skills teaching, pages 7.1-7.8, discusses the skill areas that 
were diffi  cult for students with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus.  Teachers 
must decide what to teach, based on an analysis of the curriculum, but 
they must also be very much aware of how they teach.  Children who 
have language disabilities are doubly jeopardized since language is both 
the medium and the message: not only is information conveyed through 
language, so is instruction.  As a result, teachers must modify their 
instructional language for students who have diffi  culty processing language.  
Teachers can increase the chances of their students experience and by 
modifying their teaching appropriately.  Some recommendations follow.

When introducing a new topic or reviewing a previously learned topic, help 
students make connections to what they already know about the current 
topic.  Introduce new vocabulary.   Discuss the meaning of multiple meaning 
words and potential ambiguities that will appear in the upcoming text or 
discussion.

Many students with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus have diffi  culties 
retrieving words quickly.  Th ey may take longer to come up with the answer.  
Consequently, the amount of time that the teacher gives a student to refl ect 
before responding is particularly important.  When learning a new rule, 
concept, sequence, or strategy, these students generally need more time 
to formulate answers to teacher questions.  Students should be alerted to 
an impending question with a verbal signal, such as “get ready”.  Th e time 
between “get ready” and the question should be one second.  Th e teacher will 
vary the amount of time given to respond based on what he or she thinks 
students will need to formulate an answer.  Use of a signal will ensure that 
all students get a chance to come up with an answer, not just those who can 
respond the quickest.
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________________

Slow down 
and check for 

understanding
frequently

________________

Pace lessons 
appropriately

________________

Make corrections 
immediately

Th e duration of the “thinking pause” is determined by the length of time 
needed by the lowest performing student to respond.  For easier questions 
think time might be just a split second.  For more complex questions, the 
pause might last fi ve to ten seconds.  By signalling students and controlling 
the amount of time you allow for their response, you can help them to 
increase their processing time and become more fl uent and automatic.

Students with language-learning disabilities oft en process (access, associate, 
store) incoming language more slowly than nondisabled students.  Th is 
slowness doesn’t mean the student can’t process fully, only that he or she 
can’t process at an appropriate “depth” if language is presented too rapidly.  
Slow down language delivery.  Constantly and continuously check for 
understanding.  Allow several seconds pause between important sentences, 
especially when presenting key concepts or rules.  Listeners and readers tend 
to take more time at the ends of sentences to integrate information – give 
them time for this.  Have the student repeat key statements back to you.

Pacing is critically important during instruction.  Students lose track and 
fail to make connections when teachers pace their lessons too slowly.  On 
the other hand, when pacing is too fast, students can become confused 
and overwhelmed.  Th e art of pacing is something teachers learn to control 
based on the feedback from the learner.  To facilitate this, students should be 
seated where teachers can observe them.  Teachers need to attend not only to 
students’ verbal responses but to nonverbal responses, such as facial gestures 
or fi dgeting, to identify when to increase or decrease pacing.
 Pacing is also determined by the diffi  culty of the material being taught; 
teachers must consider students’ capacities for integrating the information 
that they are teaching.  More complex ideas and relationships require slower 
pacing.  Correct pacing requires a fi ne balance – not so fast that it creates 
confusion and not so slow that students disengage themselves from the 
activity.

When students make errors, it is important that they are told the correct 
response immediately so that they don’t learn incorrect information.   A god 
correction procedure has four steps.:

1. Give the correct response.
2. Have the student repeat the correct response.
3. Go back to the beginning of the section or task and repeat the 

activity.
4. Return to the error later and retest.

It is not necessary to tell students that they have made a mistake; that will be 
obvious from the correction procedure.
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________________

Help students with 
word-fi nding cues

________________

Preteach key 
vocabulary 
through synonyms, 
defi nitions or 
modelling

________________

Monitor your 
language to ensure 
that you are not 
presenting too many 
ideas at once

Children with spin bifi da and /or hydrocephalus may be slower accessing 
words that they know.  Teachers can help students who have these problems 
by providing cues and prompts.  Following are four factors that aff ect 
retrieval. 43

- to retrieve a specifi c item from memory, specifi c cues associated 
with the item must be present.  Cues may be emotional, 
interpersonal, physical, or environmental.  For example, a person’s 
name may be recalled because the person is seen in the same place 
the name was learned or associated.

- Th e more frequently an item is accessed, the easier it is to fi nd that 
item in the future.  For example, the more frequently the name is 
repeated, the easier it is to retrieve.

- Th e probability that an item will be recalled successfully is aff ected 
by competition from other items in storage.  As items are added to 
memory, other items become less easy to recall.  To counteract this 
phenomenon, older items must be reviewed from time to time.

- Th e more recently an item was stored or accessed the easier it will 
be retrieved.

For students who are slow at retrieving words, try the following; 44

- use multiple-choice frames for questions; off er two or three 
alternative responses, one of which is correct.

- Accept volunteer participation only.  Don’t increase the student’s 
anxiety by singling him or her out by name to answer a question, 
unless you’re absolutely sure the student can answer.

- Provide target word cues, such as initial sound or syllable, for 
example, alli for alligator.

- Use questions that require yes/no or true/false responses, for 
example “a triangle always has three sides.  True or false?”

- Prime the student for questions through prior rehearsal by 
practicing the question and answer before it is asked in class.

Basic units of information are groups of words called propositions.  A 
proposition roughly corresponds to one idea.  Propositions are linked or 
encoded in memory.  Integration of  information through encoding of 
propositions takes place through establishing links or networks with prior 
knowledge.  If too many words are unfamiliar or new, learners do not 
establish links with existing knowledge, and have trouble with subsequent 
retrieval.  Use semantic mapping and webbing techniques with key 
vocabulary to present a visual display of the connections.
  
Identify “idea units” ahead of time, particularly when introducing new 
information.  Remember that many ideas will not be explicit.  List the ides 
or points on the board and check them off  as you go.  Introduce one idea at a 
time and check for comprehension by asking the students simple questions 
that require a statement or repetition of the statement.  For example, the 
teacher says, “A mammals have hair,  Say that.”  Th e students respond.  Again, 
the teacher speaks. “Yes.  What do all mammals have?  Here’s a new fact.  All 
mammals are warm-blooded.  Now you can state two facts about mammals.”  
Students respond.
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________________

Monitor your 
language

for complex 
grammatical 

constructions

________________

Monitor your use of 
bridging inferences 

between and within 
sentences

________________

Monitor your 
language for 

fi gurative language 
and multiple-

meaning words

In spoken language; we rarely use the grammatical constructive conventions 
that we do when writing.  For example, speakers don’t always complete 
sentences but may speak in fragments.  In written language, however, simple 
sentences contain a subject (a part that names) and a predicate (a part that 
tells about the subject).  From this basic form, sentences may be modifi ed 
and elaborated on to make more complex sentences.  Th ere are many ways 
to increase language complexity (for example, by using the passive rather 
than active voice or by incorporating unfamiliar vocabulary and idiomatic 
expressions).  One of the most common is to modify the subject or main 
clause by inserting a phrase or a clause before it.  For example:

- Phrase:  “At the top of the page, John wrote the date,” is more 
complex than:  “John wrote the date at the top of the page.”  Better 
yet:  “John found the top of the page.  He wrote the date.”  

- Clause:  “Because they felt the tax was unfair, the landowners 
rebelled,” is more complex than “Th e landowners rebelled because 
they felt the tax was unfair.”  Th is example is made even more 
complex because the pronoun they precedes it referent, landowners.

Try to avoid using sentences with such premodifi cation structures too oft en.  
Tape record yourself and identify how oft en you use complex constructions.  
When you do, be aware of the increased complexity and slow down your 
delivery.  Check students’ comprehension by asking them to restate what 
you’ve just said.  Try to say the main clause fi rst most of the time, especially 
when introducing new learning.

As discussed on pages 7.1-7.3, there are fi ve main types of bridging 
inferences: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion.  
Instructional language becomes more complex the more inferences are used.  
Monitor the use of such devices, especially pronoun references,  Restate the 
noun that the pronoun refers to frequently.  Preteach vocabulary by stating 
the larger class and some defi ning feature or function.  For example, “Cricket 
is a game that is played a lot in England.”

As discussed, students with language-learning disabilities oft en have 
diffi  culty understanding the nonliteral language found in similies, 
metaphors, idioms, and proverbs.  Have a colleague listen to you teach and 
record your use of fi gurative language.  Or tape-record yourself and analyze 
the tapes.  Be prepared to sop and explain your fi gurative expressions to 
students to make sure they understand your illustrations and examples.

Students with language-leaning disabilities may also be confused by, or be 
slow to integrate, multiple-meaning words (for example, park, watch, tower) 
and homonyms.  Several words may be used as both nouns and verbs; only 
the context identifi es the intended meaning of both multiple-meaning words 
and homonyms.
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________________

Use multi 
modalities when 
teaching

Oft en, children with spina bifi da will respond well to multi-modal 
instruction, a teaching method that combines the use of auditory, visual and 
kinesthetic stimuli. Children with spina bifi da should have opportunities 
to hear it, see it and touch it. Use of multi-media and interactive lessons are 
encouraged whenever possible. Use concrete models and manipulatives to 
demonstrate abstract concepts (remembering to be careful to explain that 
the model only “represents” the idea, as students with spina bifi da tend to be 
very literal). Use computers and assistive technology that encourages active 
participation in the learning process rather than the more traditional passive, 
teacher focused methods. Among the advantages of multi-media classroom 
activities are:

 1. Th ey oft en provide immediate feedback and corrective instruction
 2. Th ey help maintain attention and focus
 3. Th ey actively engage the learner in the learning process by   
  requiring hands-on participation

In general, when planning instruction for children with spina bifi da, 
remember that the child with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus needs to:

 1. Hear it
 2. See it demonstrated
 3. Read it
 4. Touch it
 5. Say it
 6. Do it
 7. Apply it in a new situation

Once these steps are followed, children with spina bifi da can and will learn 
and achieve in your classroom.
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________________

Use scaffolding 
techniques

II - 9.6

Scaff olding is a collaborative, interactive teaching process where the adult 
provides verbal and nonverbal prompts.  With scaff olding, the teacher 
provides temporary support that helps students formulate answers and 
explanations with greater complexity, accuracy, and clarity of expression.  
Th is support is adjusted as needed.  Following are some eff ective scaff olding 
techniques.

Use prompts and cues during oral discourse.  Th ese include
- Cloze.  Th e teacher pauses at appropriate points so that the child 

can provide the required information.  “You play baseball at the 
_____.”  Th e child should be able to fi ll in the answer, park.

- Gestures.  Th e teacher uses hand movements or points.  “Th e boy 
had lost his _____.”  (Teacher points to spectacles.)

- Relational terms.  Th ese cues indicate that more information is 
required.  Th e teacher directs the child to the type of information 
required by asking them to expand using additive (and?), temporal 
(and then? Aft er that?), casual (so? Because?), adversative (but? 
However? Except?), conditional (if? Unless? or?)  or spatial (which 
was on the….? Next to?) terms.

Ask graduated questions.  Complex questions can be broken down into 
a series of simple questions to lead the student to a solution, answer, or 
generalization.  For example, the question “How do we know these people 
are at a restaurant?”  can be simplifi ed to “Where are these people?  How do 
we know?”   

Rephrase or summarize.  Th e student can then elicit further information.  
For example, “So, the meteor shower hit the spaceship.  What happened 
next?”

Use direct questioning to help recall.  For example, “What did Peter do 
aft er he saw the wolf?”

Clarify new words, ideas, and so on.  For example, “In this sentence, 
prosperous means the same as successful.”

Expand on ideas.  Help make connections with other knowledge. 
 For example, “Th at’s the same thing we discovered when we did our 
recycling experiment.”
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________________

Reinforce learning 
behaviours you 
want to encourage

________________

Review

Students benefi t from positive reinforcement, not just because they become 
more engaged in their learning but because feedback (positive or negative) 
is vital to the learning process.  Teachers should build consistent routines of 
reinforcement into their instruction.  Brief statements that repeat students’ 
responses provide an affi  rmation of their learning.  Good reinforcement 
statements make clear the connections between their behaviour and your 
approval.  Use such comments as “good remembering,”  “good waiting for 
your turn,” “good paying attention,” “good getting things right the fi rst time,” 
and so on.  
 Teachers should not give positive reinforcement each time 
the student makes a correct response.  Too much results in students 
undervaluing it, while too little does not provide students with enough 
feedback about their progress.   In general, teachers should provide 
reinforcement more frequently for more diffi  cult tasks.
 When a teacher gives negative attention, it oft en backfi res, 
reinforcing undesired behaviour.  Students need to learn that they will gain 
a teacher’s notice with positive behaviour.  For example, of a student is not 
paying attention, rather than single out that student is not paying attention.  
Later when the child who originally was not attending is paying attention, 
praise that child for paying close attention.

Aft er instruction, students need lots of opportunities to review what they 
have learned.  We know students have truly acquired the new skill when they 
can use it not only in the format it was taught, but in new ways.  Although 
new learning results from direct teaching, we don’t really know a skill until 
we can do it fl uently and automatically.  Th is takes practice and is especially 
true for reading decoding and reading comprehension.  Each lesson should 
always begin with a review of the last, and teachers should incorporate 
opportunities to practice new learning whenever possible.
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Provincial Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Associations III - R. 7

Provincial Spina Bifi da 
and Hydrocephalus 

Associations

Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Canada (SBHAC)
Suite 647, 167 Lombard Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 0V3

Phone: 800-565-9488
            204-925-3650
Fax:     204-925-3654
Email:  info@sbhac.ca
Website:  www.sbhac.ca

In order to obtain contact information for any of the following
associations in Canada, call the SBHAC toll number, 1-800-565-9488:

- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of British Columbia
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Southern Alberta
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Northern Alberta
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Saskatchewan 

South
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Saskatchewan 

North
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Manitoba
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Ontario
- L’Association de spina-bifi da et d’hydrocephalie du Quebec
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of New Brunswick
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Nova Scotia
- Spina Bifi da and Hydrocephalus Association of Prince Edward 

Island
- Newfound and Labrador Association for Spina Bifi da and 

Hydrocephalus
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INDEX

Accessibility: devices for, 3.4-3.6:
 during class trips, 3.3-3.4; and  
 school exterior, 3.1-3.2; and
 school interior, 3.2-3.3

Adolescence, rebellion in, 4.4-4.5

Allergies, latex, 2.3-2.7 

Alternatives, taught as grammatical structure, 7.4

Analogies, teaching of, 7.5-7.6

Arnold-Chiari, malformation:
 Defi ned, 2.2; symptoms of , 2.2

Attention defi cit disorder:
 Characteristics of, 6.6-6.9
 As a result of spina bifi da and/or    
 hydrocephalus

Ball skills, 5.1-5.2

Biofeedback, use of in bladder management, 2.11

Bladder management, 2.10-2.11

Braces, 3.6

Brain damage, as result of hydrocephalus, 1.3,   
 6.3-6.5

Breathing problems, as sign of Arnold-Chiari   
 malformation, 2.2

Bridging inferences, 7.2-7.3 modifying usage of   
 for children with learning disabilities, 9.4

Bugs, as skin irritant, 2.8

Burns, 2.8 

Categorization, teaching, 7.5-7.6

 Catheterization, in bladder management, 2.10

Cerebrospinal fl uid: and Hydrocephalus, 1.3,
 draining of, 2.1

Circles of friends, 4.2

Classrooms, accessibility of , 3.3

Clauses, teaching about, 7.4

Clean Intermittent Catheterization (CIC), 2.10

Cohesion devices, 7.2; monitoring usage for   
 children with learning disabilities, 9.4

Collection devices, in bladder management, 2.11

Conjunction, taught as cohesion device, 7.3

Constipation, symptoms of, 2.12

Cooperative Learning, 4.2

Covert processing, demonstration, 8.3

Crutches, 3.6

Ellipsis, taught as cohesion device, 7.2

Errors, correcting when teaching, 9.2

Fever, as symptoms of shunt malfunction, 2.2

Fine Motor Skills, 6.8

Fire, accessibility issues of, 3.3

Fractures, 2.6: warning signs of, 2.9

Frostbite, as hazard to skin, 2.8

Grammar, modifying for children with learning   
 disabilities, 9.4

Gymnastics, 5.2

Headache, as result of
 hydrocephalus, 1.4; as sign of 
 Arnold-Chiari malformation, 2.2;
 as symptom of shunt
 malfunction, 2.2
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Hearing, impairment as result of 
 hydrocephalus, 1.4

Humour, teaching of, 7.7

Hydrocephalus: causes of, 1.3;
 defi ned, 1.3; eff ects of, 1.4, 6.3;
 relationship to spina bifi da, 1.4;
 treatment of, 1.4-1.5

Ideas, identifying in text, 7.3-7.4

Idioms: teaching of, 7.5; monitoring
 For, 9.4

Incontinence, management of , 2.9-2.11

Independence: achieving as 
 Learners, 8.1-8.2; importance
 of, 4.2-4.3; and self-esteem,
 3.1; wheelchairs as aid to, 3.4

Individualized education plan, 1.5

Intelligence, in children with learning
 disabilities, 6.3

Intersentenial connections,
     teaching, 7.4

Irritability, as sign of shunt 
 malfunction, 2.2

Isolation, coping with, 4.2

Language: eff ects of hydrocephalus
 on processing of, 6.3-6.4
 monitoring of for complex
 grammar and fi gurative
 expressions, 9.4, slowing down
 for instruction, 9.2; teaching
 cohesion devices in, 7.2-7.3;
 understanding ambiguities of,
 7.5; use of inference in, 7.2

Latex, allergies to, 2.3-2.7
Learning disabilities, 6.3-6.5;
 modifying teaching methods for
 children with, 9.1-9.6; and oral
 language processing, 6.3; as a 
 result of Attention Defi cit
 disorder, 6.6 as result of 
 Arnold-Chiari malformation,
 2.2; as result of spina bifi da and/or
 hydrocephalus, 1.4; teaching
 skills to children with, 7.1-7.8;
 teaching strategies to children
 with. 8.1-8.5

Lexical cohesion, teaching about, 7.3

Mathematics; elements of eff ective
 teaching, 7.8; eff ect of learning
 disabilities on, 6.5, A.1

Medication; for bladder control, 2.11;
 For seizures, 2.2

Memory, 7.2; and word retrieval, 9.3

Metaphors, teaching, 7.6

Motor control, eff ect on intelligence Tasks, 6.3

Neural tube defects, 1.3

Non-verbal learning disability, 6.10

Opposites, taught as grammatical Structure, 7.4

Organizational skills, 6.8

Pacing, in teaching, 9.2

Paralysis; and increased risk of 
 fractures and sprains, 2.9; and
 increased risk of skin injury, 2.7-2.8;
 as result spina bifi da, 1.4

Parenthesis, taught as grammatical Structure, 7.4

Parents, role of, 1.5

Peer counselling, 4.5

Physical education; adapting sports
 and games for, 5.2-5.3; ball
 skills in, 5.1-5.2; for older
 students, 5.3; and the “umpire dilemma”, 5.3
 for younger students, 5.1-5.2

Playgrounds, accessibility of, 3.1

Precocious (Early) puberty, 4.3

Prejudice, coping with, 4.1

Privacy, 4.4

Prompts, use of in teaching, 9.5

Questions, use of during oral reading, 7.3

Reading comprehension; in children
 with learnng disabilities, 6.5,
 7.1; skills needed for, 7.2-7.7

Recognition training, use of  in
 bladder management, 2.11

Reference, taught as cohesion
 device, 7.2

Reinforcement, positive, 9.6

Rejection, coping with, 4.2

Response time, modifying for 
 children with learning disabilities, 9.1

Role models, 4.3

Sand, as skin irritant, 2.8

Scaff olding, use of techniques for Teaching, 9.5

School interior, accessibility of, 3.2-3.3

Scooter-boards, use of in phys ed
 Programs, 5.2

Seizures, fi rst aid procedures for,
 2.3; medication for, 2.2; as
 result of hydrocephalus, 1.4;
 as symptom of shunt malfunction, 2.2

Self-esteem: and responsibility for 
 personal care, 2.12;
 development of through
 creative activity, 4.3;
 development of through
 independence, 3.1
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Self-expression, 4.3

Semantic mapping, webbing, 9.3

Sentence structure, teaching of, 7.4

Sexuality: privacy and, 4.3-4.4;
 sexual abuse, 4.4; sexual 
 functioning, 4.3-4.4

Shunts, signs of malfunction, 2.2;
 use to control hydrocephalus,
 1.3, 2.1, 6.3

Similes, teaching of, 7.6

Skills; as a prerequisite to strategy
 Instruction, 8.2; teaching to 
 children with learning
 disabilities, 7.1-7.8

Skin; hazards to, 2.7-2.8
 Preventing pressure sores,
 2.7; signs of poor circulation in, 2.8

Social development, of children
 with spina bifi da and/or hydrocephalus,    
 4.1-4.6

Spina bifi da; causes of, 1.3;
 defi ned, 1.3; eff ects of, 1.4, 6.3
 relationship to hydrocephalus, 1.4; 
 treatment of, 1.4-1.5

Spinal cord; damage to in spina bifi da, 1.4

Splinters, as hazard to skin, 2.8

Sports; adapting for students with disabilities,
 5.2; developing ball skills, for 5.1-5.2

Stairways, accessibility of, 3.2

Story of grammar, teaching about, 7.7

Strategies, learning, 8.1-8.5
 Achieving mastery over, 8.2
 Covert processing during, 8.3
 Eight stages for teaching, 8.3
 Regular and intensive instruction, 8.2

Substitution, taught as cohesion device, 7.2

Superordination, taught as
 Grammatical structure, 7.4

Surgery, for Arnold-Chiari malformation
 2.2; for bladder control, 2.1; for bladder 
 control, 2.11; for shunt insertion. 1.3

Teaching, modifying and adjusting
 Methods of, 9.1-9.6

Treatment teams, medical, 1.4

Transition to adulthood, preparation for, 4.5-4.6

Vision, impairment as result of, 
 Hydrocephalus, 1.4

Visual motor skills, 6.8

Vomiting, as symptom of shunt malfunction, 2.2

Walkers, 3.6

Washrooms, accessibility of, 3.2-3.3

Waste, as skin irritant, 2.9

Wheelchairs; adapting spaces for, 3.4-3.5
 Sports activities for, 5.3

Words; diffi  culty understanding multiple
 Meanings of, 7.4-7.5
 Monitoring language for multiple
 Meanings of , 9.5

Writing skills; teaching of, 7.7; in children
 With learning disabilities, 7.2




